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THROUGH THE FILTER PRESS
Howard S Williams

m.
30 YEARS ON....
From the pages of the New Zealand
Potter, Vol 6, No 1, August 1963 comes
the following:

“On June 15, 1963 a meeting, called by
the Editorial Committee, was held to dis-
cuss the possibility of forming a New
Zealand Society of Potters. The meeting
was held at the Centre Gallery, Welling-
ton, where our first major overseas exhi—
bition was on display.

There were 76 people present from
Auckland, Napier, Hawera, Feilding,
Palmerston North, Masterton, Wellington,
Nelson, Christchurch, Dunedin and
lnvercargill. Lunch was provided at the
gallery by the Wellington Potters’Assoc/a-
tion, who also produced the food for a
dinner party for visiting potters at Doreen
Blumhardt’s house in the evening.

Several Wellington kilns and workshops
were open for inspection during the week-
end.”

Proposals for a Constitution were dis-
cussed at this meeting, atwhich all finan-
cial members (those who had paid Ten
Shillings a subscription to the magazine
The New Zealand Potter) were entitled to
vote.

There followed a record from this meet-
ing of the society’s objectives, its pro—
posed membership conditions, subscrip-
tions. management, exhibiting rights, and
other recommendations.

The editorial committee’s signatures
were appended: Helen Mason, Roy
Cowan, Juliet Peter, Lee Thomson and
Doreen Blumhardt. The document was
signed by the chairman, R J Waghorn. A
list was compiled of the first full members
of this new society; those who had exhib—
ited in two or more national exhibitions,
this being a list of 59 potters, and those
who had exhibited once up to and includ-
ing 1962, some 48 extra names. One in
each of these lists was the name of a
pottery group.

The meeting was concluded by Miss
Helen Dawson who moved a vote of
thanks to the Editorial Committee of the
New Zealand Potter for calling the meet-
ing and for work done in the past.
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FIRE!
The following story was reported in the
New Zealand Herald in late May. It could
serve as a warning to other potters who
have similar workshop set—ups.
Blaze in Floor quelled by Foam.
Firefighters pumped hundreds of cubic
metres of foam to put out a fire in the floor
cavity of a pottery workshop in Auckland
yesterday.

Assistant Fire Commander Owen
Woods said the fire appeared to have
started under the floor of the building in
Enfield St, Mt Eden, about 3.30 pm.

Mr Woods said the owner of the pottery
workshop at the rear of the building
noticed the smell of smoke about that
time.

However, the man did not raise the
alarm until an hour later because he did
not realise the smoke was coming from
under the concrete-topped wooden floor
of the workshop.

Mr Woods said firefighters used high
expansion foam because they could not
reach the seat of the fire.

There was only about 150m of space
between the ground and the floor joists of
the building.

The fire is believed to have been started
by heat from the pottery’s kiln passing
through the concrete into the wooden
floon

“The kiln was on for upto 10 hours aday
- the owner thought he had a solid con-
crete floor," said Mr Woods.

El
CREATIVE CLAY
The North/and Society ofArtsis holding its
Pottery Award Exhibition from 5 to 27
October. Open to all potters, this exhibi-
tion carriesa$500 award,withthewinning
piece becoming the property of the soci-
ety. Entrants may submit one piece with a
fee of $10 and sales are made on a
commission of 30 per cent. Entries must
be delivered to Reyburn House Gallery,
Whangarel between 21-24 September.
Entry forms are available from the gallery.

JLALFEE’
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“ALONGSIDE”
Auckland’s new Maritime Museum at
Hobson Wharf opened with a four day
festival from August 19 to 22.

Part of this festival, and continuing until
December 8, is an exhibition of ceramic
sculpture with a nautical theme by Peter
and Dean Oxborough.

Peter, and his son Dean, are both well
known for their interpretations in clay of
things maritime; boats, sails, sea and
islands -the depiction oftheir own Hauraki
Gulf backyard at Mahurangi and their love
of recreational sailing.

This special exhibition, “Alongside",
Hobson Wharf, Maritime Museum, has
been sponsored by the Mairangi Bay head
office of the worldwide company Trigon
Industries, and initially commissioned by
the Museum.

SMOKED KIWI FRUITS
From the GlobalCeramicReviewmaga-

zine, UK, comes the following article writ-
ten by Philip Stanbridge.

New Zealand has a refreshingly strong
and open-minded craft ceramics commu-
nity of both practitioners and devotees.
Potters’ groups, societies and co-opera-
tives abound, with particularly active’en-
claves around Auckland, Hamilton and
Nelson. In fact, the two islands appear
blessed with an unusually rich and diverse
level of activity in contemporary arts and
crafts in general.

Not only on the one hand does there
appear to be many people at work at the
‘lower’ level, but a wide awareness of the
value ofwhattheydo extends such thatart
works often appear within the design and
landscaping of major buildings. Indeed
the New Zealand Government itself com-
missionedasubstantial ceramic construc-
tion as part of its pavilion at Expo ’92 in
Seville last year.

ltwould all seem to be good news forthe
prolific potting population of New Zealand,
but the major downside of their down-
under situation is just that - while they do
have an open-minded and open-pursed

communityofbuyers,thereare onlyabout
3 million of them in total and the rest ofthe
world is a long, long way away.

The very remoteness of the place has
perhaps in some respects been an advan-
tage in that outside influences have only
filtered slowly and indirectly into the work,
giving rise to a unique and innovative style
of their own. The natural obverse, how-
ever, is that the thousands of miles of sea
surrounding them are the barrierto reach-
ing a good sized market and to developing
the deserved world standing of their ce-
ramic artists.

One person who has attempted to bridge
those ocean miles is Steve Murray of
York based Art New Zealand. I met him
within the craft village of the International
Autumn Fairat the NEClast July and was
attracted by a particularly fine range of
raku and smoked, pit fired pots. Such
wares are unusual participants in a trade
show and would have stopped me in my
tracks at anytime, but having been brought
more than half way across the world to be
in Birmingham, they really grabbed my
attention.

Steve Murray is English, butspent many
years living, working and collecting pots in
NewZealand. When he returned tothe UK
about four years ago he set up Art New
Zea/andto represent and market art and
craft works from there. He confesses that
it was not totally a hard-nosed business
decision being, to some extent, that of an
enthusiastforboth the work andthe coun—
try.

There are around 20 potters on the
books making a variety of ware which he
has placed in about 20 galleries as far
apart as Bath and Glasgow. In addition,
Art New Zealand puts on a major show
once a year, which last year was at the
Llantarnham Grange Arts Centre in
Cwmbran and this year is expected to be
at the Portcullis Gallery in Gateshead
although, as yet, no date is fixed.

Atthe IAFhe had hand thrown raku pots
from David Griffiths, Penny Evans and
Lynda Harris, displayed with the smoky
looking pit-fired forms from Steve James
as well as zany, but practical slip-cast
ware by Bob Steiner. The failure rate at
raku usually makes them expensive, but
wholesale prices began at as little as £10
with even the largest not exceeding £25.

For further details of their potters and
exhibitions, contact the new Kiwi manager:

Georgina Langdale
Art New Zealand
Highfield
The Square, Yapham
North Yorks YO4 2PJ
England

GOLD COAST
The Gold Coast Ceramic Art Award was
established in 1982 to bring an exhibition
of national standard to Queensland, Aus-
tralia and to form the nucleus of an impor-
tant ceramic collection for the Gold Coast
City Gallery. In the eleven years since its
inception the Award has increased in size
and standing and now draws entries from
all states of Australia, New Zealand and
Japan. The major acquisitive award stands
at A$3,000 and additional monies up to
A$2,500 are spent on special purchases,
all of which become the property of the
Gold Coast City Gallery. The gallery now
holds one of the most significant contem-
porary ceramic collections in Australia.

The judge is chosen each year from a
short list of Australia’s leading ceramic
artists or gallery curators. The judge for
1993 is to be Greg Daly. The judge views
all work, then selects a number for the
exhibition. All entries are also viewed by
the gallery director as potential additions
to the collection.

An entry fee of A$1 0 is payable per item.
A limit of two items may be entered. The
closing date for entry forms is September
24 with actual work to arrive by October 6.
Further information and entry forms may
be obtained from:

Ceramic Award
Gold Coast Arts Centre
Gold Coast Mail Centre
Queensland 4217
Australia

FLETCHER CHALLENGE
The Catalogue (the best yet) of the 1993
exhibition is still available, though only in
limited numbers, for $4.80 including post-
age, from:
Auckland Studio Potters
PO Box 13-195
Onehunga

El
MUSEE ARIANA
A letter from Geneva, Switzerland, in-
forms us that the MuseeAriana, closed for
10 years will be re-opening 16 September.

The museum, with its palatial Italian
architecture is situated in the heart of the
modern neighbourhood of Geneva con—
taining international institutions.

Completed in 1884, the building was
created by Gustave Revilliod(1817—1890)
for the purpose of presenting his encyclo-
paedia collections, in which ceramics and
glass already occupied a foremost place.
It was named Ariana in honour of his

mother Ariane Revilliod-De La Rive.
Eventually, he bequeathed his museum
and his collections, as well as the large
property on which the building is located,
to the City of Geneva.

In 1934 the museum became an annex
of the Musee d’Art et d’Histo/re and was
transformed into aceramics museum. It is
now the headquarters of the International
Academy of Ceramics, founded within its
walls in 1953, which bringstogether artists
and specialists from the world over. More
recently the museum has been entrusted
with the glass collections of the City of
Geneva.

Since the beginning of time, ceramics
have accompanied mankind in our daily
life, in our rituals and our artistic aspira-
tions. This has resulted in an incredible
diversity of objects which bear witness to
the evolution of our societies: the evolu—
tion of techniques, of economic condi-
tions, of taste.

The collections of the Musee Ariana
reflect seven centuries of ceramic crea—
tion, from the Middle Ages to our time, in
Europe, the Middle East and Asia. The
principal techniques are represented: pot-
tery, stoneware, tinglazed earthenware,
porcelain and creamware.

Built around the masterpieces of the
collection the permanent display offers a
striking journey through the history of
European ceramics and glass.

For centuries East and West have mu—
tually fascinated each other. These inter-
relations manifest themselves in a par—
ticularly spectacular way in the field of
ceramics, as can be seen in the two
galleries devoted to this theme.

The history of ceramics and glass is
indissociable from the other applied arts.
Temporary exhibitions will demonstrate
the interplay between the various decora-
tive arts.

“La rotta de/l’arcoba/eno”, Petra Weiss,
glazed stoneware, 33.5cm h

Today, as in the past, ceramics and
glass remain popular means of expres-
sion. Works ofthe 20th century are exhib-
ited in the basement space. A selection of
Art Nouveau and Art Deco objects leads
the visitor to the present artistic scene:
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works by contemporary Swiss and inter-
national ceramic and glass artists.

A number of galleries devoted to the
wares of Swiss factories demonstrate the
characteristics of ceramic art in this coun-
try. Study collections allow the visitor to
view a maximum number of objects. A
technical section provides further infor-
mation on the intricacies of ceramic pro-
duction.

The illustrations are of contemporary
Swiss ceramists’ work in the museum’s
collection.

Photos by Jacques Pug/n

"Arc”, Ernst Haeusermann, slip-washed
earthenware, 33.50m h

D
INTERCERAMEX '93
International Ceramic Plant, Machin-
ery and Supplies Exhibition, Na-
tional Exhibition Centre, Birming-
ham, England. 2 November 1993

One of the world’s most comprehensive
trade shows for the ceramics industry,
including studio pottery, opens for four
days on November 2, in England.

Materials, machinery and other tech—
nologies are now available from a greater
number of countries than ever before.
Over 100 companies from outside the UK
will be represented, making up 40 percent
ofthe exhibitors.Thedominantgroups are
the UK, Germany, Italy, France, the USA,
Holland and Spain - in that order, but this
year 50 ot the principal exhibiting compa—

nies have not shown before at an
Interceramex.

Many of these are smaller, specialist
concerns reflecting the pattern of devel-
opment in ceramic manufacturing as a
whole and the diverse demands made by
the industry. Included are suppliers from
Japan, Hong Kong, China, Thailand, Tur-
key, Israel and Australia.

Many of the exhibitors are leaders in the
fields of raw materials, processing, manu—
facturing equipment, and essential and
ancillary supplies for the more traditional
sectors such as pottery, tableware,
giftware, bricks, roof tiles, wall and floor
tiles and sanitaryware, while on the other
hand some companies exhibiting have
established more specialised materials
and equipment for refractories, advanced
ceramics, technical ceramics, electrical
and electronic applications, novel ceram-
ics and biooeramics.

Further information may be obtained
from:
Paddy Evans, Director
INTERCERAMEX 93
P 0 Box 107
Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8LQ
England

El
REAL CRAFT ’93
25 Sept - 10 Oct, 1993
The Real Craft ’93 Exhibition will take
place during September-Octoberthis year.
It is one of the major craft events in the
South Island and is intended to show the
top pieces produced by craftspeople all
over New Zealand.

This year the selectors are to be Peter
Nicholls, lecturer in sculpture, School of
Art, Otago and Graham Price, lecturer in
art, Dunedin College of Education.

They will be looking for quality of crafts-
manship, appropriate use of materials,
good design and originality.

This yeartherewill be two $1 ,000 Awards
for Excellence sponsored by the Cleve-
land Charitab/e Trust. These will be
awarded by the selectors.

As well, Craft New Zealand magazine
has offered 10 subscriptions to selected
exhibitors.

Conditions of entry and entry forms are
available from:
Mary Miller, Co-ordinator
15 McMillan Street
Maori Hill
Dunedin
NB: Notice of intention to submit must be
received by September 1 . Entries must be
received between September 13-15.

El

PLASTER OF PARIS
Techniques from Scratch

By Reid Harvey

The New Zealand Potter is the sole
New Zealand distributor of this book.
If you require a copy, please send
your cheque for $14.95incl GST and
postage. Overseas NZ $16.95incl
surface mail to:
PO Box 881 Auckland, New Zealand.

El
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Sir
We have received a request from USA
for our catalogue with the comment
"found you in the New Zealand Potter

magazine".
Thanks for the international coverage.

Bryce Stevens
Waikato Ceramic Supplies
PO Box 12071
Hamilton

KILN ELEMENT SPARES
NZ Wide Service — 40 Years Experience

PROMPT DELIVERY FOR ORDERS FROM
SAMPLES OR DRAWINGS

ONLY TOP GRADE WIRE USED

(41% HISLOP & BARLEY ELECTRICAL LTD. VISA
57 Carr Rd, Mt Roskill PO. Box 27109 Auckland
Ph (09) 625-4292 Fax (09) 625—6731

MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED
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COASTAL
CERAMICS
POTTERS SUPPLIES

124 Rimu Road Paraparaumu NZ
Tel (04) 298-4377 Fax (04) 297-3107

Hours 8-4.30 Mon to Fri,
8-12 noon Sat

Mail Order throughout NZ
Write for free catalogue

I
Manufacturers of

Talisman Pottery Equipment -
including electric potters wheels & seats, batts,

lotus & 15" wheelheads, banding wheel bases
(takes all Talisman wheelheads), slabrollers,

light pugmills, extruders, rotary & hand sieves &
spare screens, test selves, plastic & aluminium
woks, glaze & slip stirrers for electric drills, hand

operated glaze mixers and
electric spinning wheels

I
We also stock a full range of:

- Clays- (NZ) Potters Clay, Southern Clays,

(UK) Potclays, Potterycrafts
- Raw Materials
- Glazes, stains, Iustres, underglaze colours, under-

glaze pencils & crayons, onglaze enamels.
- Teapot handles, winetaps, oiled thread, gloves &

mits, masks 8: goggles, spray units
- Corks
- Brushes & tools - a very comprehensive range
- Glaze 8: Raku tongs, banding wheels, wheel grips,

scales
- Moulds
- Kilns - Cobcraft & Arcadia.
. Kiln Furniture, temperature indicators & controllers,

cones
- Potters wheels - electric & kick - Talisman, Cobcraft,

Cowley, Shimpo, Venco
- Pugmills - Talisman, Ratclitfe, Shimpo, Venco
- Extruders - Talisman, Cowley, Coilex
- Slabrollers - Talisman, Cowley
- Books & magazines - a wide range. Magazines

include "NZ Potter", "Pottery in Australia", 'Ce-
ramic Review" UK, "Ceramic Monthly" USA -
subscription available.

WRITE OR RING FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION
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THE POTTERS SHOP AND GALLERY
Judith White, Wellington

In August 1992, The Potters Shop and Gallery opened with a
flourish in its new premises, 14 Woodward Street, Wellington.
With the presentation of new work from members and an
exhibition of pots by an original member, now working in
Coromandel (Jenny Shearer, with her husband David) the
opening was an exciting event for both potters and their public.

The Potters Shop Co-operative had opened in 1983 in a
modest shop in Tinakori Road, part of historic Wellington. In 1989
it moved to a slightly larger space in central Wellington, a shop
owned bythe well-known department store Kirkca/die andStains.
Because this very soon became uncomfortable and frustrating
for both potters and the public, on account of space limitations,
attempts were made to find somewhere larger, though in the
same vicinity.

Finally, they were successful. A huge shop was found, with six
times the space and an L—shaped area suggesting a gallery.
There was also an “office" suitable for storage and a convenient
kitchen — luxuries not enjoyed before.

It has been a great move! Members were fortunate in having
an absolutely free hand in designing and outfitting the premises.
The maximum use of walls with shelves was planned and large,
rough-sawn timber cubes built. Their tops were painted with the
chosen colours - forest green, Spanish white and puce. The
inherited carpet was a pleasant green and in good order.

Woodward Street is without doubt the smartest and most
attractive shopping quarter in downtown Wellington. It joins
Lambton Quay with The Terrace whose many high-rise buildings
housethousands of office workers. Mostofthese use Woodward
Street as their connecting link between business and shopping
areas. The Terrace also has a large car-park and Woodward
Street provides the most convenient foot-access from there to
the city.

Wellington City Council has just announced plans to upgrade
the street; tiling the pavement, planting suitable trees and shubs,
improving lighting. The street already has the potential for
outdoor eating (yes, there are many days in Wellington when that
happens!) with several cafes and cafe-bars established. During
the Christmas period last year it was the scene of great entertain-
Ing activities, attracting crowds with street drama, music and
flocks of balloons.

There was much uncertainty and doubt about the wisdom of
this move before the co—operative made its final decision. The
proposed cost was intimidating and would involve a large bank
loan, but that was guaranteed by one of the potters. Another
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potter advanced an interest-free loan to coverthe rent forthe first
three months and this was repaid within six months. Then, to
everyone’s great relief CE /I Arts Council awarded them a
Venture Grant for setting-up costs.

Other concerns were expressed. The established roster had
each member on duty one day in 16. Could such a large space
be staffed by only one potter? Would the gallery take too much
time to run efficiently? What about shop-lifting?

it turned out that one potter could manage the shop, even if at
times there was a flurry of customers, though at especially busy
periods, like Christmas, extra duties are needed. The gallery
committee has been willing to put in the time and effort necessary
to make a great success of the exhibition space and this has
added a valued dimension to The Potters Shop.

Shoplifting? Perhaps it is as well not to know exactly how much
occurs! There has been one theft of money.

ltwill not be news to those who have established co-operatives,
that they take a lot of energy: energy for the purely physical jobs
to be done in connection with a move; energy for arriving at
decisions;energyto meettheday-to-daydemands ofrunningthe
co-operative.

Potters generally seem to be fairly determined characters, with
strongly-held views and opinions. With a cast of 16 it can take a
determined effort not only to be heard, but to feel satisfied with
the results of discussions.
Of necessity, there has to be a lot of compromise in decision-
making. Decisions must be reached on:
- how to spend that limited “discretionary “ money
- how much to spend on advertising and where to spend it
- how to improve the aesthetic appearance of the shop
— how many pots to display
- how to manage domestic matters and the spread of work
- how to run the co-operative efficiently, and
- what about the logo?

Many of these questions still have to be sorted out. Perhaps
some never will be!

So much for the difficulties. The other side of the coin is, of
course, the great adrenalin flow. Creative output surged, even
when so much time and effort had to go into the manual labour
of setting-up. Working side-by-side in a unique way, working day
and night, brought new understandings and appreciation of
talents and quirks amongst the members — and their generous
families and friends. Perhaps the sheer size ofthe new premises
panicked the potters into even greater efforts!

Feedback so far has been consistently positive. Regular
customers have expressed great enthusiasm for the new

premises. They remark on the space of course; on the display,
the variety of work, the ease with which they can move around.

There are two entrances: one much appreciated is a wide
sliding door, enabling wheel-chair access. The gallery brings in
a totally new group of visitors who walk straight through to see
what’s fresh, then stay to browse around the shop.

The timing of the move meant the shop was in good running
order in time for Christmas and the vastly increased turnover by
then, illustrated the soundness of the decision to move. The
momentum has been maintained: long-time customers are
faithful and new ones get excited by what is offered.

Photos by Penny Pruden

The shop is a regular stop for Wellington shoppers and both
they and people from out of town constantly remark on the
diversity and high quality of the pots, and the additional interest
created by the exhibitions. Tourists find the shop more easily

BERNIE'S CLAY CO LTD
EST. 1987

Manufacturers of Quality Potting
and Modelling Clay

$400 per tonne incl GST

Bernie's Clay is an established business
situated on a large natural deposit of raw clay

Our aims are to produce a quality product
and maintain a constant supply for many

years to come

All Enquiries Welcome

(Winchester - Hanging Rock Road)
R.D.12, Pleasant Point, New Zealand

Business (03) 614-7751
Richard O'Leary

a.h. (03) 614-7577

and are delighted to learn that pots can be packed and dispatched
all over the world.

Gallery exhibitions run for three weeks and are planned for
each month, with an “opening” for customers and friends.

The co—operative was keen to help less-known artists to exhibit
in a sympathetic and supportive atmosphere. As a result, in the
week between exhibitions, the space is always filled with a less
formal display. The hiring cost is modest and appeals especially
to artists who find it hard to locate exhibition space in the heart
of the city, at a rental within their means.

Anyone with experience of organising gallery exhibitions has
some idea of the work involved. The exhibition committee is
dedicated and has overcome many of the difficulties encoun-
tered.

The gallery conditions are so attractive thatthe space is booked
well into 1994 and several artists who have already exhibited are
booked foranother show. Their displays mostly being in other art-
forms, provide a good contrast to pottery. The addition of the
gallery was of course, the reason for the change of name from
The Potters Shop, to The Potters Shop and Gallery. It is a
complimentto the committee and ajustification oftheir effort and
time, that the gallery is running at a profit.

What of the future? The most important result of the move to
Woodward Street is the feeling of success and achievement the
members share. The response from others has produced new
ideas and has generally stretched them in every way. They hope
to retain the present address FOR EVER!

The members of The Potters Shop and Gallery are all based
in Wellington. John Anderson, Anneke Borren, Beryl
Buchanan, Flora Christella, Murray Clayton, Neil Gardiner,
Craig Hall, Maureen Hunter, Raeburn Laird, Isobel Martin,
Rosemary O’Hara, Julie Palmer, Mary Smith, Judith White,
Paul Wotherspoon.

’94 SUMMER DO
15th January — 23rd January

Paper Making

Wood Cuts
Kate Coolahan

Marilyn Webb

Peter Alger
& Marilyn Wiseman Pottery

Philip King
Yvonne Rust

Sculpture for Masters

Painting - Oils
- Clay

Stephanie Sheehan Life Drawing

Henry Mackeson,
Graeme North
& Thijs Drupsteen Earth Building

Course Fee: $275.00. For further details write to:
Peter Lupi, Co-ordinator:
’94 Summer Do
Northland Craft Trust
Box 1452, Whangarei
Phone 09 4381215
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HULMEGAS AWARD r
Tauranga WAIKATO

., . O

Selector and Judge : Ian Firth gggfifl @

Winner of $ 1000 A ward
Rod Dav/es, Kaitia
”Top Shelf” woodfired salt glazed

Gaeleen Morley
”Dancing teapot ”

Ste ve Fu/mer
"Hero 0 ”

(7000 STOCKS or EVERYTHING YOU NEED-u
lF You (A 'T FlNl') iT ELESWHERE» ASK US
PHD E 07 855 77"

WHY LEAVE YOUR STto? \NE. (oURlER To
TO YOUR DOOR WHEN YOU NEED lFAST

T ”SWES‘m-ts-so oBEST SERVlCE
0 BEST COURlER RAVE

AUCKLAND ANYWHERE IN ‘nus AREA
Terr/'A/exander PEUVEQEO TU YOUR Pwll

"Dancers in Bondage ” HAMILTON
John Fea tonby
"Galaxy V/l ” blackfired

”lilUMAiZU NU

~74: nus AREA
Tex UP TD 10 K6 A $560

\

WAlKATO CERAMlc SUPPLIES
BROOKLYN RD POBOX lZO’7\Pit/FAX 07 8'55 77m HAMlLTON NZ.

HUlleIEQAS
Belinda Paton
"Teapot "

WTTEKS WORK N6 FOR ”HERS-

CLEVELAND AWARDS
Carnegie Gallery, Dunedin
Netta Noone, Dunedin
The Third Cleveland Awards Exhibition organised by the Otago
Peninsula Trustwas held in late May in conjunction with the New
Zealand Society ofPotters 1993 Clayanzconference. It replaced
their usual Annual National Exhibition.

The judge for this year's Cleveland Awards was Anthony
Rublno from New York, artist in residence at the Otago Polytech-
nic and guest demonstrator at the Potters' conference. He was
assisted by Bruce Deinhert, lecturer in the ceramics department
of the Polytechnic.

The opening night was very well supported by the potting
fraternity and some Otago Peninsula Trust members. Public
support could have been better, but the comments from those
who came to look and buy were very enthusiatic.

The Award winners were:
Cleveland: (co - winners)

Raewyn Atkinson, Wellington

Scottwood: (co - winners)
Mirek Smisek. Te Horo
Anthony Bond, Christchurch

A great deal of work goes into this exhibition and I would like
to thank those who helped in any way. Thanks to Dorma Wou/fe
we now have sufficient stands to mount the exhibition and this
was made possible by an equipment grant from GE ll Arts
Council, Southern Region.

Once again, thankyou to our sponsors for their support: Les
Cleveland for the PremierAward; Stuart Scott forthe Scottwood
Award, Mr and Mrs Gritten for the Southern Clays Award.

The Otago Peninsula Trust supplies the Glenfa/Ioch Award
from door takings each year. Thankyou also to all those who
helped with the unpacking and packing and those who did duty
at the exhibition. Photos by Til Noever

Glenfalloch:
Anne Powell, Hunterville
Bruce Martin, Hastings

Jim Cooper, Westport

Chris Weaver, Hokitika Southern Clays:

Steve James, Ashburton
Gaeleen Morley, Hawkes BayLynda Harris, Hamilton

Chris Weaver,
Teapot

RaewynAtkinson,
Heart Nrkau

Jim Cooper,
Happy arma Teapot & Stand

PeterA/ er,
Lidded ar

Gaeleen Mortey,
Teapot Forms

Certificate of Merit:

Gretyl Doo, Dunedin
Peter Alger, Whangarei

hynda Harris
Ikau Bowl Form

Anne Powell,
Kowhaiwhar Duo

Steve James
Herbert the Harvard
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JOHN CALVER, UK

John Calver is due to visit New Zealand later this year - Ed

l was twenty-two when l was captivated by my first contact with
clay. For the next four years my enthusiasm for making pots had
to be satisfied in my spare time as I continued my career as a civil
engineer in Newcastle-upon—Tyne and then in Kingston, Ja-
maica.

Returning to the UK in 1973 I set up my workshop in North
Lancashire and began to pot full time. For the next five years I
made domestic earthenware, but found myself drawn to stone-
ware by the rich glazes.

After another two year spell abroad, this time in Egypt, I
returned to my workshop refreshed and began a long period of
discovery and development with reduced stoneware. More re-
cently two visitsto Australia,studying and giving demonstrations,
have given me a new perspective on my work.

My first stoneware pots were simple functional forms, thrown
on the wheel, decorated with bands of iron slip and finished with
atransparentfelspathic glaze. l still throwfunctional pots; shapes
have developed, the decoration has spread to fill up the surface
and multiple glazes have added colour.
Someforms | alterwhile still on the wheel, also i begin to decorate
at this stage by impressing with fabric, combing, brushing
hakeme patterns in slip, using roller sponges over slip, or
chattering and inlaying with slip. At leather-hard, pots are turned,handles outwith wire looptools are added to baskets and teapots,
and feet and handles made from textured and altered coils
added. loontinueto decorate by impressing clay stamps or rope,
and with slip by spongeing, trailing, inlaying, and over paper cut-outs.

10 New Zealand Potter No. 2, 1993

After biscuit firing in an electric kiln l pour partly overlapping
layers of glaze, sometimes up to seven glazes on each pot. The
glaze firing is in a 30 cu ft oil-fired down draught kiln. The
combination of rich decoration and a glazing process over which
I have limited control means kiln openings are exciting times
which can yield many delightful surprises, but also disappoint-
ments.

Techniques to decorate and work with clay successfully often
depend on having the righttools. That effective tools can be made
from simple objects gives me great enjoyment. Some of mytools
are widely used; others are very personal. I shall describe the
tools in figures 1to 3working from left to right, starting from the

In Fig 1 I use the coil roller for coils with diameters greaterthan
about 1 .50m. The diameter of the coils can be varied by adjusting
the heightof the legs. Narrower coils | make by drawing wire loop
tools through the clay. The conveniently tapered handle of the
screwdriver works as a former for making various sizes of loop
tool.

Hoop iron from packing oases makes good turning tools.
Modern technology has, of course, had a severe impact on the
availability of this iron — luckily I have a stock. To texture coils for
feet and handles l have a number of biscuit-fired slabs, grooved
or textured when leather-hard.

The handle cutters are made from twisted wire and work on the
same principle as the coil cutters.

Finally in Fig 1, to make drainage holes in soap dishes I use
a single twist of the wire turning tool to lift out a plug of clay, and
finish the edge of the hole when the clay is bone-dry with a twist
of the countersinking bit.

Fig 2 begins with a slip—trailer;a washing-up-liquid bottle (the
kitchen is such a treasure trove!) with a nozzle made from a glass

tube with its end melted round in a Bunsen flame. Probably not
the easiest of slip-trailers to use, but the size of reservoir means
infrequent recharging.

The interiordecorator’s roller is used to impress the fabric onto
freshly thrown flatware to yield a texture fine enough to be
decorated over, but such that it will be emphasised by the glaze.

The clay stamps are made from biscuit-fired earthenware
which seems to wear better than other clays l have used.

The sections of comb I use on freshly thrown clay, usually
drawing them through a brushed-on slip, while the leather
worker’s stitch marker I use at leather-hard stageto give aflowing
hatched line.

The first rope is string, wrapped round a thin cord; the second
is string woven round a rope, whilethethird is a macrame square
knot. Used at leather-hard, the ropes are rolled over the pot
surface, perhaps over a slip. The texture formed will be high-
lighted by the glaze, or can be inlaid with slip to give variety.

Hoop iron makes a second appearance as chattering tools.
The shorter tool I use at leather-hard to give a fine texture over
which loan decorate, while the longertool i use on freshly thrown
pots to create a coarse texture into which I inlay slip.

The rounded rib and creditcard I use to make spirals in flatware,
while the third, notched rib i use to finish the profiles of leather-
hard forms previously altered on the wheel. The bamboo profiles
are used in throwing to give details.

The compass, with me since my days as an engineer, is
used with a brush, or a turning tool. The round of plastic
prevents the point disappearing through the pot. I use a
knife to cut the rims of plates, while my thumbnail proves
very handy to detail the edge - until it gets broken, inevitably
when there is a batch of plates waiting or, as on one
occasion, just before a demonstration! In desperation I
found a guitar plectrum bound to my thumb, worked well.

The stamps and rollers shown in Fig 3 are out from synthetic
sponge using a hot wire - watch out for the fumes. The natural
sponge is used to apply slips over paper cutouts.

Anotherforay into the kitchen yielded the pastry brush used for
making hakeme patterns.

The quality ofthe finished pots is dependent on glaze thickness
which is in turn dependent on the porosity and thickness of the
biscuit, time taken between glaze pours and the density of
individual glazes. Precise control of all of these variables is
beyond me and probably not necessary. I do however find it
worthwhile to keep a record of glaze densities and always use a
hydrometer— that’s the nut on the end of a graduated stick shown
in Fig 3.

Finally in Fig 3are a few of my glazing claws. When pouring a
glaze I hold and manipulate the pots in my left hand. To assistwith
grip I use a variety of claws, singly or in combination, made from
stiff plastic-coated garden wire.

Basket, 250m diam

Bowl with feet and side hand/es, 25cm diam
Plate 25cm diam
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The New Zealand Society of Potters'

ROYAL EASTER SHOW
AWARDS 1993
NZ EXPO CENTRE, AUCKLAND

WELLINGTON POTTERS' ASSN.
Majestic Centre, Willis St.

\\ ' ‘ 4
Guest Potters : David and Jenny Shearer

Coastal Ceramics Award for Technical Excellence : Gulielma Dowrick
Coastal Ceramics Award for Innovation : Anthea Grob Photos : David Kane

Selector : Gloria Young Chris Weaver
Photos byrHoward VW/liams

Royal Easter Show Awards Highly Commended

Functional $3000 : Chris Weaver Functional Non-functional
Non-functional $3000 : Moyra Elliot

Peter Lange Hilary Kerrod
Peter Collis Chuck Joseph

Western Potters Material Awards of $200 Raewyn Atkinson Richard Parker
Belinda Paton John Parker

Functional Non-Functional Chuck Joseph Noortje Smits
Philip Luxton Bronwynne Cornish

Evelyn Kelly Raewyn Atkinson Richard Parker Louise Rive
Louise Rive Peter Oxborough John Parker Gulielma Dowrick
Merilyn Wiseman Belinda Paton Brendan Adams Carrol Swan

Peter Lange

Belinda Paton

John Parker Phi/ip Luxton Raewyn Atkinson NiCk Holland David and Jenny Shearer Michael Dee
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NEW ZEALAND'S
{COMPLETE SUPPLIER "
. . . . KILNS
3'33 CLAY
.‘.’.'.' GLAZES AND MATERIALS
-.-.-.-, BULK SUPPLIES
'.'.'.'. KILN FURNITURE
0.0.0.0' q, WHEELS

FLETCHER CHALLENGE
5'94 CERAMICS AWARD

1994 ~
Entries are invitedfor this
international exhibition

and competition

SUBMISSION BY SLIDE
UP TO THREE (3) VIEWS OF:

THE ACTUAL WORK
OR

INDICATIVE OF THE WORK
THAT IT IS INTENDED TO SEND

Slide 1:VIew of entire work
Slide 2: Another view or angle
Slide 3: Detail shot if desirable

Information and entry forms from:

FLETCHER CHALLENGE
CERAMICS AWARD,

Po BOX 33-1425,
TAKAPUNA, AUCKLAND.

OR TELEPHONE ,
(09) 445 8831 PENNY
(09) 630 8581 MOYRA

ENTRY DEADLINE 1
DECEMBER 1 1993

Premier Award - NZ$10,000
5 Awards Of Merit - NZ$2,000 each

Further judges commendations
will be awarded
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the electric furnace co ltd r w
Kiln Element

' Design and Manufacture
®

*lndustrial & Hobby Kiln & Furnace
Manufacturer

* Gas and Electric

* Top or Front Loading —Top Hat or Truck Kilns

Elements for all types of kilns wound
to your requirements

Prompt and efficient service
Full records kept for replacement orders

We use and recommend Kanthal* Using only Imported Refractories (no cheap _ '
re51stance w1resubstitutes)

* One Year Unconditional Guarantee

* Sigma Temperature Controller & Program-
mers

1k Elements the latest breakthrough. Three to
four times or longer element life. No sagging
— or growing. FIRST IN NEW ZEALAND.

* Spares for any type or make of kiln. Service NZ
wide.

THE. ELECTRIC FURNAQE CO. LTD Dave Bastin 8 Murray Philpott
73 Wm Station Road, Manukau City, Auckland 6 . .

Phone: (09) 263-8026. Fax: (09) 277-7481 or our kiln 69(m 31” Lloyd-
P.O. Box 76162, Manukau City, Auckland. L J

Don’t wait for an element burnout —
keep a spare set on hand

Argus Heating Ltd.
411 Tuam Street, Christchurch

Telephone 0-3-381 0768 Fax: 0-3—381 0968
Contact the new owners

PRODUCTION STONEWARE
A fine plastic body, easy to throw, specially designed for good thermal shock properties.
Ideal for domestic production.

Shrinkage 12 —13%. Firing Cone 9 — 11. Off white ® / White ®

ONLY $550 A TONNE 20KG $12.00

PLUS OUR OTHER FINE CLAYS ALL AT $440 A TONNE
REDWOOD BUFF, WHITESTONEWARE, WHITESTONEWARE T, WHITE SLABWARE. TERRACOTI'A

Royce MCGlushcn
128 Ellis St, Brightwater, Nelson, New Zealand. Ph/Fax 0-3-542 3585
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Ceramic Sculptures by Heather McLeod approx 760 x 380 x 230

Poise, Con trapposto //

Reach

Stride

Susannah

Arch, Con trapposto /

CONTOU RS IN CLAY
Heather McLeod's Ceramic Sculpture
Linda Tyler, Dunedin

The nude female body occupies a central place in the Western
cultural imagination. But Heather McLeod's ceramic sculptures
are not the passive, reclining female forms that this category of
art is famed for. Upright and dynamic, and occupying a space in
art between naturalism and abstraction, her torso shells appear
like a company ofclassical dancers holding their poses on stage.

Heather has been working in clay since 1984 and graduated
with an Honours Diploma of Ceramic Arts from the Schoo/ofArt,
Otago Polytechnic in 1992. Her ceramic torso forms are a recent
development in her work, having evolved from a study of
fragmented stone figures and the pottery and sculpture of ancient
Greece.

Raised on an Otago farm, Heather describes the hours spent
exploring rock formations as important to the development of
tactile qualities in her ceramic sculpture. Extensive life drawing
and clay modelling work has also been inspirational in the
development of visual ideas. In her work, the female body is
treated as a structure of flexibility and strength, and the technique
used in the creation of these forms emphasises the exploration
of the limits of strength of her chosen materials.

Heather makes her own stoneware clay body, with grog and
sawdust added to give strength and texture. Each sculpture is
coiled using a paddle and stone to thin the shell-like structures
while retaining the surface texture of the clay. The forms are
stretched and cracked from within to release tension in the clay,
and a high copper and manganese glaze is used with nitrates
torched onto the worked surfaces to encourage hues of green
and a rusty gold patination.

The resulting effect simulates bronze at a distance, but soon
reveals its clay composition at close range. The sculptures have
a mysterious, seductive quality: light reflects subtly off the shifts
in texture and colour, suggesting a history to their forms.

Because of this unique surface treatment, these ceramic
sculptures appear like archaeological treasures -fragments from
the ancient world. But these are more than counterfeit antiques.
Heather employs symbolism and the allegorical associations of
the female nude and thepartial figure in sculpture to communi-
cate a modern message about women.

In the history of sculpture before Rodin, the partial figure as a
subjectwasaspecialcase.Therewere ancientcultimageswhich
used the phallus as a symbol, and portrait busts. The “ruined
fragment of antiquity" was often imitated by sculptors to create
souvenirs for collectors, and drawing and sculpture was taught
from casts of ancient fragments.

Rodin was the first to establish partial figures as serious
sculpture, as Albert E Elsen describes: “After years of question-
ing and doubt, the absence of heads and limbs allowed him and
his audience to concentrate on what he felt were the beauties of
metier, the raw result of his work, his researches into the planes
and modelling ofthe torso. “A well-made torso contains all of life”
he argued, in the belief that he could endow the body with an
expressiveness equivalent to that of the face." *

It is this quest of Rodin’s that Heather McLeod seems to be
following. The partial figure liberated Rodin’s sculpture from the
conventions of subject matter, completeness and the traditional
norms of beauty and perfection. Superbly modelled from the
artist’s extensive life drawing work, Heather’s partial figures

'Albert E Elsen, Origins of Modern Sculpture: Pioneers and Premises
(George Brazlller, New York) 1974, p 74

“Gloria Feman Orenstein, The Re—emergenoe of the Archetype of
the Great Goddess In Art by Contemporary Women, In Hilary Robinson
(ed), Vlslbly Female: Feminism and ArtToday, An Anthology (Camden
Press, London) 1987, pp158-9

seem more real than ideal - the classic ideal presupposes the
harmonious relation of the parts to each other and to the whole
human body.

Her forms suggest both the relic and the idea ofthe inner core:
strong fragments which are born out of the fragility of the whole.
A sense of yearning in the stretching forms such as Reach,
suggests hope and achievement of potential (rather than physi-
cal perfection) as the ideals for real, modern women.

The Old Testament story of Susannah (from the time of the
Renaissance onwards, an opportunity forthe portrayal of female
nudity) was one of the subjects chosen by the Baroque painter
Artemisia Gentileschi in order to explore female powerless-
ness.

Heather McLeod’s Susannah echoes the Gentileschi painting
where the virtuous Jewish wife is shown pinned like a butterfly
under the gaze of the elders. Heather's form displays the
contortion of conflicting emotions of shame and fear which
Susannah was made to feel at being surprised bathing naked in
her garden. A feminist message might be read into this work, if
Susannah’s predicament is seen as analogous to the plight of
contemporary women artists as they struggleto continue working
within the art “obstacle race”.

A work such as Stride however, offers a positive message,
emphasising the need for women to continue striving to achieve.

This interest in the symbolic potential of the human figure,
particularly the allegorical character of the female form, is
communicated with a form of expression which is classically
sensual and serene. Heather's figural sculptures as a group can
be seen either as incarnations of nature, or as investigations of
the close communion between human beings and the earth that
nourishes them. In this sense, even the nakedness of her figures
is symbolic because it identifies her forms as entirely natUral. Her
work is related to what Gloria Feman Orenstein has described
as “a new Goddess consciousness”:

“Evoking the memory of an earlier psychic state, one in which
divinity was seen to reside in matter and the energies of the earth
were revered as sacred, the Goddess has become that symbol
of transformation which activates those forces within women
identified with holiness and with creative power... Artists who are
in touch with the archetype of the Goddess are now using the
female form in both image and ritual as an instrument of spirit-
knowledge.”**

Also present in this work is the idea of the body as shield or
carapace protecting that vulnerability which characterises the
human condition. A belly lifts skyward in Arch, strong like a bridge
built to carry loads, yet also a soft shelter of flesh around the
womb.

This ambiguity is also expressed in the Contrapposto and
Poiseworks. The former sculptures take their title from an Italian
word used to mean a pose where part of the body is twisted in the
opposite direction from that of the other - in Heather’s case, she
has sculpted the hips and legs moving in one direction, and the
chest and shoulders twisted on the opposite axis. Like Poise, this
captured movement communicates a poem of life in three
dimensions: embodied are ideas abstracted from lived female
experience of fertility, beauty and endurance.
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NELSON WHITE
A New White-firing Clay Body

A new white—firing clay body has recently been developed by
Potters Clay Nelson and is available in quantity throughout the
country. The clay is manufactured from a variety of natural
minerals available in Australasia. It was deveIOped in response
tothe evidentmarketpreferenceforafine-grained whitethrowing
body suitable for a wide range of firing conditions.

Specifically, Potters Clay Nelson gave the author, a Nelson
based geologist with an enthusiastic interest in pottery and
ceramic science, a precise brief to contrive a clay body with some
definite characteristics.

A wide firing range from 1100°C to 1300°C and pure white
colour in oxidation was essential. But also, being a pleasure to
throw on the wheel, mould and generally worked by the potter,
was deemed to be just as important. In addition, the body was
required to be able to fit many commercially available glazes
without crazing or separation.

They recognised that many manufactured white clays, while
being plastic and throwable, were missing something in respect
to overall workability.Good workability generally means good wet
and green strength, allowing larger pieces to be thrown, turned
and handled easily. It also means that handles should be easily
attached and not prone to cracking off.

As it is known that various ingredients can have an effect on the
pH and plasticity of the ultimate body, they under took experi-

ments to establish the effects of various flux and silica combina-
tions on the workability of the base clay.

The results were quite distinct and it was found some
commercial mineral fluxes are more soluble and reactive under
wet clay conditions than others. Generally speaking, the soluble
alkali ions released by some minerals over time, when finely
distributed in a wet clay body, weaken the attractive forces
between clay—mineral grains.

Weaker attractive forces mean the clay “lets go” earlier when
under strain - such as being pulled up into a large vase on the
wheel. Feldspathoid minerals such as nepheline were particu-
larly detrimental to these new clays’ general workability. They
were ableto find alternative natural low-temperaturefluxes which
enabled the clay to preserve its marvellous inherent workability.

The wide firing range of Nelson White means it can be used as
awhite earthenware at Orton cone 1 , a vitrified stoneware at cone
6 to 9, or a semi-translucent porcellanous body at cone 10. It
makes exceptionally tough and durable pottery, which increases
in strength for objects fired in the higher temperature range.

Excellent glaze fit has been established for the body using a
wide variety of domestic-ware glazes employed by many potters
in New Zealand.

The high green strength of the clay makes it suitable as the
basis of a casting-slip, which product is planned to be introduced
in the near future.

Information and advice, including computer analysis of glaze
problems and suggested glaze adjustments for use on all of
Potters Clays bodies, is now available from the factory, if glaze-
fit problems are encountered.

. .___———————————————|

Introducing...

NELSON WHITE i
Nelson White is an earthenware to a translucent stoneware
It has the qualities of being buttery smooth and pure white I

SPECIFICATIONS:
Recommended Firing Range: Orton Cone 03 - 10

Recommended Best Glaze Fit: Cone 3- 10

Excellent all round plasticity and workability
If unavailable from your distributor please contact the factory

POTTERS CLAY ( NELSON ) LTD
42 Quarantine Road

Phone 03 5473 397 Fax 03 5475 704

(1100°C - 1300°C)
Bisc to Cone 06 (lOOOOC)

Stoke Nelson

THE MOST COMPLETE KILN
CONTROLLER IN THE WORLD

”a E MULTI mom CONTROLLER P’j

3mm '

COMPARE ALL THIS WITH ANY OTHER KILN CONTROLLER.
CAN THEY:
* Be programmed up to eight stages or ramps?
* Can they hold ten firing cycles in the memory?
* Do they have 12 pre programmed firing cycles in the memory?
* Do they have a flame failure protection for gas kilns?
* Can they display the oxygen level in the kiln?
* Do they have thermocouple burn out out out?
* Do they have a kiln temperature limit cut out?
* Can they operate a solid state relay?
* Do they have an element failure cut out?
* Can they operate a second stage gas burner?
* Can you programme a delay time?
* Do they have serial communication with a PC?
' Can they display the firing graphically on a screen?
* Do they sound a beeper after the kiln cycle is completed?
THE FE MULTI PROFILE CONTROLLER CAN

FE FURNACEENGINEERINGnmm
6 Holmes Road, Manurewa.

mama P.O. Box 136, Manurcwa. Ph. 267-2661

L.P.G. POTTERY KILN
AND FURNACE BURNERS

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
' Pressure gauge titled to burner
‘ Large preheating pilot to dry ware.
‘ Basic burners
‘ Long venturr burners lor even better control Control
‘ Electronic ignition and llame detection.
' Flex hoses and fittings

‘ ~ . NM Inland. Comhulllon
Slrvlcll Ltd.

8 Bentinck St
PO Box 15567

E New Lynn
3’5 Auckland 7

Ea) New Zealand
' Telephone:

(09) 827 5802
$ Facsimile:

(09) 827 6774
Mobile
(025) 944 423

rm m...- Kw-Iwmr

FEATURES
‘ Fully adjustable alr Ins Irator: iv'

flame control and precise mlxingg mg complete‘ Flame lailura titted
" Main llama regulated via needle valve‘ Excellent lurndown characteristics' Quiet operation.
‘ Complete oxidation or reduction possible

SIZES AVAILABLE
ESP Capacity/hr. o tOOkpa
l" 81 MJ ( 77,000 BTU)
Wt" 174 Ml (165,000 BTU)
1%" 224 MJ (212,000 BTU)
2“ 375 MJ (355,000 BTU)
‘ Special Sizes and ratlngs on request.

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
‘ Regulators and gauges
‘ Manual and auto changeover manifolds
' Manual or lull)l automatic temperature

‘ Flame salely equipment
' Balances tor weighing glazes
' Pyromelers. analogue and digital
‘ Digital atmosphere analysers
‘ Natural gas burner systems

WESTERN POTTERS
SUPPLIES (1986 LTD)

AUCKLAN D
Unit 4/ 43a Linwood Ave

Mt Albert. Ph: 0-9—815 1513

Trtirangi, Auckland 7

Central Address

P.O. Box 60126

Fax: 0-9-815 1515
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PAPER CLAY
Rosette Gault at NCECA, San Diego 1993

Jennie Rassell, Tauranga

This was a demonstration that looked really interesting on the
programme, definitely one not to be missed. I wanted a good
seat, so turned up half an hour early...to find the room completely
full, with peoplejamming the doors and noses pressed up against
the windows. I had my nose against a window too for a while, but
found I could hear nothing and that was a very necessary part.

As I walked away immensely disappointed, I passed a back
door that had room just inside it and when everyone moved, as
they do to get a better view of slides, I found I was inside! It was
not comfortable, but I could hear, and see - even the slides,
though they were rather distorted.

Rosette Gault was tearing up computer paper into small
pieces and throwing them into a large rubbish bin full of hot water.
After it had been soaking for a while (overnight is preferable) she
stirred the mix with a paint stirrer. The blade from an electric drill
would do, or small quantities mixed in a food processor. If you
have ever made paper, this part of the process is just the same.

if the paper tears easily it will work. Newsprint can be difficult
to mix and may discolour porcelain, which Rosette was using, and
cardboard boxes should be avoided. Long fibres may make good
paper, butshortfibres which breakdown easily are required here.
Shredded paper packing is ideal.

Oncethe pulp is made - a paper slurrythe density of lightcream
- it it screenedthrough a fine mesh to removethe water and stored
in plastic bags. A note ofwarning: this paper slurry is organic and
if left for too long may develop powerful “off” smells.

Sometimes the paper has not broken down sufficiently on the
first mixing. If you can still read letters, it needs to be added to
another big bin of hot water, and the mixing and sieving repeated.
Rosette piled the paper slurry into the bucket which was to hold
the final mix with clay. The level of the slurry was measured and
found to come 3" up the side of the bucket. Since she wanted a
30:70 proportion of paper to clay, she then added 7" of clay slip
to give a total 10" depth of combined slurry. Anywhere between
20 and 30 per cent was recommended as being the strongest
workable combination.

The clay slip used was scraps of porcelain and white stoneware
blunged and sieved. The combined mixture, looking like oatmeal,
was further blunged, then spread on plaster batts and worked till
gooey.

Once this marvellous material has been processed to a
workable state, it can be thrown, coiled or used in slabs.lt is
possible to use thin, unsupported strips, or to add wet pieces to
dry, dry pieces to wet, and even to break up a dry construction
and rejoin its pieces in a different arrangement. It sounds
unbelievable, but these were all done during the demonstration.

A clean break is achieved by scoring the piece first, where the
break is needed. To join pieces of unequal dryness, the dry part
IS sponged, paper-clay slip added and the two parts pressed
togerther. Working the surface with a rib will give a smooth clay
InlS .

Firing has the obvious hazard of a considerable amount of
carbon burning out in the early stages. Much smoke and carbon
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monoxide is produced, so the kiln and room need to be well
vented. \

Rosette had electron micrographs showing why the paper
fibres can extend the use of clay beyond our normal expectations.
Clay particles are little flat plates which slide over each other.
Individual cellulose fibres are relatively big hollow tubes which lie
between the clay particles.

These fibres cannot be destroyed until they are burnt out.
When the mix dries they shrink and compress the clay. If the clay
is wetted again, water is quickly carried through the capillary
system.

Cracks in green ware need a lot more energy to form, as the
fibres hold the particles together.

Once the work is fired the fibres have gone, butthe spaces they
occupied remain. Cracks still do not form easily as they have to
take a very tortuous route.The work is lighter, because of the air
spaces, but is not necessarily more brittle.

This demonstration was a real highlight of the conference for
me. It was not easy for Rosette - the slide projector played up, the
slides had to be put into another carousel, the microphone was
hand-held even though she needed both hands for everything
she did. In spite of these difficulties, her humour and generosity
shone through.

“Once I got the technique - my head was jamming with all the
possibilities - more than I could do in my lifetime - but together,
we could make a dent in culture - together”.

Development of a crack in paper—Olay: 1st fibre has broken, 2nd
fibre has stretched, 3rd fibre is still holding

@
The New Zealand Academy of Fine Arts

-in association with-

The National Bank of New Zealand Limited
presents

|00 YEARS OF NEW ZEALAND
WOMEN'S ARTS AND CRAFTS

Academy Galleries, Buckle Street, Wellington
24 September - 25 October

MUSEUM AND CAFE HOURS
Monday — Fridoy 100m - 4pm
Weekends and Public Holidays llom — 5pm

LAINGS ROAD LOWER HUTT PH: (04) 5706-500

WANGANUI 1994
SUMMER SCHOOLT‘iZ ARTS

3 - 11 January 1994

CERAMICS
Sculptural Ceramics with Jack Thompson (USA), renowned for his vigorous figurative and
assemblage work and energetic workshops.
Production Domestic Ware and Handbuilding with Meg Latham, well known for her skilful
throwing and colourful, crisp designs.
PLUS

-PAINTING - DRAWING - HOT GLASS . GLASS CASTING - BRONZE CASTING
- WEARABLE ART - QUILTMAKING - CONTEMPORARY BASKETRY
- JEWELLERY - BOOK ARTS . PUBLICATION DESIGN - STORYTELLING
- WRITING - MUSIC - PLANTS/GARDENS - FOOD.

Send now for information:. ISummer School Coordinator . . wefi'dfioggcy
. c©mmwmwvWanganui Regional Community Polytechnic POLYTECHNIC

Private Bag 3020, Wanganui W
Phone (06) 348 0845 or 345 0997 Fax (06) 345 2263
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THE ITALIAN CONNECTION
Jeannie van der Putten, Auckland

In September 1992, Andrew van der Putten and I travelled to
North Italy to visit Adriano Antonlacomi and Laura Novarino,
potters with a New Zealand connection going back 15 years. (NZ
Potter, vol 32,no 1, 1990 and v0/ 33, no 2, 1991).

/—‘ 7’ V

Adriano, Andrew and Laura in S Lorenzo

We found a set-up that was quite anachronistic. Two Italian
potters working from home earning their living entirely from
potting (unusual in Europe) using stoneware clays which they
blend themselves. They glaze with shino and celadons using iron
and cobalt brush decoration, and reduction firing in both a
homemade LPG kiln and a 300u ftsingle-chamberwood kiln with
Dutch oven.

There are plans afoot to salt glaze! Sound familiar? This
workshop would not be out of place in Coromandel. In fact, eight
years ago Andrew and I exchanged a very similar one for an
inner-city studio, switched to push-button electric kiln with pro—
grammer which “fires while we sleep", ready made clays, glazes
and slips, and began to produce work which pays more than a
passing homage to Italian majolica - while hopefully retaining a
Pacific flavour.

And just as the move for us in our “new” direction was both
rewarding and stimulating, so has the NZ stoneware style proved
to be for Laura and Adriano. Their Italian public had never seen
anything like it and the phrase handmade studio pottery was the
catchcry of Cuneo!

Adriano had travelled to Australia in 1977 on a tourist visa, saw
studio potters at work for the first time and after a variety of jobs
Incruding cooking sausages and spuds in a pub, married Trish,
an Australian and attended the College ofPotteryin Lismore near
Byron Bay.
. Through New Zealand friends they heard of a house and kiln
In Kaukapakapa, but on arrival discovered that the kiln had beendismantled and the bricks all gone. They moved in with friends
and met Peter and R0 Lange at their wedding anniversary party.Later that night Peter opened his kiln and Adriano fell in love!The contrast between the grotty shambles outside and the cleanhot shiny interior had a dramatic effect on him and he said heknew at that moment there was no turning back!At this pomt In our interview the conversation became quiteexcitable as Adriano and Andrew exchanged ‘first impression"stories of the impact of stoneware firings on young immigrants.Andrew had arrived from Amsterdam in 1969, met Len Castle
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and Jeff Scholes and fallen headlong in the same way.
With the help of Peter Lange in the form of recipes, introduc-

tions to dealers etc, Adriano was soon living the life of a New
Zealand studio potter and when the Lange family moved to
Auckland in/1979, he and Tricia took over the set-up in the
Kaipara Hills firing the diesel kiln and using Peter Oxborough’s
wood kiln nearby.

In 1982 Adriano went back to Italy, his marriage over, and met
Laura Novarino. He returned to New Zealand for 6 months, but
love for Laura drove him back to Cuneo where together they
established a workshop in the grounds of the Novarino family
property in S Lorenzo, avillage not farfron Cuneo wherethey had
both grown up.

The house is large and divided into four quarters or apartments,
in which Laura's mother, grandmother, sister and children, and
brother and his girlfriend, all live. Adriano and Laura’s “quarter”
is downstairs - four rooms of polished wood floors and white walls
opening onto an arbour with a view of the Maritime Alps which
form a semi-circle of snow-capped peaks and chestnut forests.

The New Zealand/Italian connection is a persistent one with
Adriano and Laura visiting here in 1987 and 1991, the second
time to work for three months at Peter Oxborough’s, producing
an exhibition at the Albany Village Pottery. Peter had visited them
in 1990 and worked with them for three months in S Lorenzo.

It took them a year to put the workshop together and with no
stoneware pottery movement in the area, there was not the
support so enjoyed by New Zealand potters. Adriano had be—
come used to this network in his seven NZ years and initially
searched for other craftspeople to join him in group exhibitions,
stall-sharing at fairs and promotion.

It was not successful, so instead, they held “parties” - small
open days for relatives and friends. One Christmas, a woman
spent $300! They designed cards which described method, clay
and glaze. They put extra effort into craft fairs taking clay, bricks
and sand to create a “show” - a performance designed

Laura Navarino

Adriano at play

Adriano’s dish sculptures incorporate steel, nylon and wood on
stoneware.

to sell themselves as well as their work, to expose their energy
and vitality and make people sit up. The result of this form of public
education was the emergence of an interest and a market which
had not previously existed.

Laura has done hertime as athrower“apprenticed" to Adriano,
and her domestic ware, in particular her jugs, are highly compe-
tent. Wary of her work becoming too similar to his, she has
developed a more poetic slant with lovely results. She studied
literature at university and her love of poetry inspires much of her
work. She tells stories in clay. It might start with one or two words
Io volero (I will fly) and a coffee pot with two antennae develops
into a butterfly and then into a balloon. Her pieces extend one idea
into another.
"There is no part of the process i don’t enjoy. I like best of all

working from home -the independence, the factthat life and work
are the one thing; it is a very privileged life. I also can express
something of myself through my work. | find the transformation
of the material always exciting. In Italy potters are bound by
tradition, but because of Adriano’s New Zealand connection he
is not bound by this and I am not either".

This Kiwi side of Adriano shows in his do-it—yourself attitude, his
self-irony and his humour. He believes himselfto be the only born
and bred Italian to wear shorts!

Years after these unsuccessful attempts to market
craftspeople's work co—operatively, there has come about a new
development in Piedmont. A number of old friends who grew up
together in and around Cuneo have returned to form a group
called An‘e da Pan‘e (An‘ Beside). The competition facing art and
design graduates is very tough in Italy (2,000 architects graduate
each year).

The result ofthis drift backto totheirhometown isapool ofvery
clever and talented people. Hoping that as a group, they can
make more noise, be more noticeable and more financially
viable, they have produced a joint catalogue of their work,
biographies and aims. They also plan a video which can be sent
to galleries, bienniales and magazines.

Adriano believes that “at the moment Piedmont and the North
is a good area. We can continue to have fun, but we can raise our
collective profile while we do it. This region is one of primary
production and money gets poured into agricultural shows, but
the arts are neglected. We wish to impress our presence first on
the local market, then secondly on Italy at large, to show that
there is something happening here".
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COROMANDEL CALLING
Mike O’Donnell, Paeroa

A unique exhibition will be staged at Auckland’s Aotea Centre
from August 24 to September 5. It is entitled Coromandel Calling
....Hauraki....A Sense of Feeling.

Many artists and craftspeople will be contributing. The intention
is primarilyto raise funds for Coromandel Watchdog, an affiliation
of all the environmental groups of Hauraki.

Hauraki is that entity incorporating all that lies between and
around the mountains of Te Moehau at the northern tip of the
Coromandel Peninsula, and the town of Te Aroha in the south -
the land, the sky, the water, the ecologies, the people.

The exhibition will not only be to raise much needed funds for
Watchdogto persue its vision. It will be a reaching out, a calling,
an acknowledgement that we are not separate from the land, sea
and sky.

It is in the chemistry of our being:
As the forests breathe out...so we breathe in - as we breathe

out... they breathe in.
Thelife force ofwater...we are dependentuponthatenergy,we

are a part of its cyclic nature.
Ofthe mountains, the Iand...we are a greater part of its energy,

of its form, than we often realise.
We are of the influence of these elements. They are not only

of our physical survival, but are the properties nurturing the
senses of feeling of who we are, and our interpretation of that.

Guardians
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Guardians of Land and Water

Relinquishing the appendage of a colonial mentality; realising
that it is in the protection, the enhancement of our forests that we
will gain their greatest value; realising that they already have a
physical function to fulfil as they are the mechanics of water and
air. Cutting them down...digging them up, realises |itt|e...except
much of our ignorance.

In the tribunal system we have to speak through what is
considered the logic of mankind. It is a system that denies the
interpretation of feeling - and yet it is that feeling which is so
intrinsic to our being:

as people of New Zealand
as people of Aotearoa
as people of the Pacific.
We have raped and pillaged much of this land and water, for

a people of such small numbers. We have to stop...to think...to
contemplate...to allow our centre of feeling to question the
intellect ofall ofthis. it is in the contemplation ofthat momentthat
we begin to realise the mysticism of who and what we are...the
unity with our reality as people of this land.

We have a uniqueness, in our interpretation of line, of form, of
texture; through the mediums of our language...of words, of
music, of fibre, of clay.

The late Jim Greig, whom I watched and listened to, though
from a distance, was a person whose work inspired much
courage in me to begin thinking about this. It has been the
frustration, the anguish of tribunal hearings, of legal process,
defending and justifying the importance of our natural environ-
ment, that made me turn to a greater understanding...to return
to my centre.

The esoteric, the sense, the intuitive - it is the centre of our
creativeness, creating from anotherconsciousness. It is agreat
part of what we are...the courage to acknowledge Aotearoa;
that we are a Pacific people. As
lwrlte this, I am in the process ofworking on several pieces...of
land, of water, of sky. It is for me an acknowledgement of
“guardianship”. They are still in the process of construction, and
i am nervous speaking of anything that has still much of its
journey to.go...this morning I walked out to greet them, to find
aseverethunderstorm in the valley...”Splitby rain and wind -the
guardian of Sky”.

The clay was dug at Driving Creek, Coromandel, in the
shadow of Te Moehau. They have arrived in the shadow of Te
Aroha, at Tarariki. They have traversed Hauraki. They will travel
back to Driving Creek, to Barry Brickell’s to be fired.

To speak of something before it has been fired is often a
danger. Perhaps, if nothing else, it will allow you to interpret the
pile of shards I might be showing in the Aotea Centre. I would
like to think though, that the elements may allow me to share
with you, more than just the fragments of my feelings.

I wanted none the less to share this with you, as others have
shared it with me.

Guardian of Sky

DIGITEMP DIGITAL PYROMETER
* AVAILABLE WITH TYPE R, K OR N THERMOCOUPLES

(Type N gives up to 200 firings to 130000 for the same
price as a type K t/couple, less than half the price of type R)

* Mounted in a tough aluminium case ( 100 x 100 x 75mm )
with easy to read 12.5mm digits, the DIGITEMP is virtually
indestructible.

O

C * Operates from internal batteries or optional mains power pack.

* One DIGITEMP can be used for several kilns.ELECTRONIC PYROME TCR

& * Covered by 12 months guarantee.
‘3 st I I;

Mw cantor; in b‘i’u L’ONIROLfi

5". QQ ,
* Approximate retail prices incl GST:—

DIGITEMP unit only, no probe .................... $NZ 370
DIGITEMP including 250mm type N probe $NZ 420
DIGITEMP including 250mm type R probe $NZ 560

Contact your pottery supplies retailer or kiln manufacturer or

BPO. CONTROLS
14 Margaret Street, Beachmere, Old 4510 Australia
Phone (0061) 74 962199 Fax (0061) 74 968238

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Study ceramic design and production at
Wanganui Polytechnic

"I’ve been having a ball since becoming a student and
receiving every encouragement to develop my individual
skills. The tutors ensure that the Diplomaprogramme is
stimulating and offers as much to the experienced stu-
dent as to the beginner. There are large specialist
facilities including a number ofdifferent kilns. ”

Barbara Johnson
Studentfrom the United StatesW

WANGANUI
ERECEUCCDEMAIL

@©|MHMJUJ[M[ITV
POLYTECHNIC

KARETI A IWl

Learn more about the
benefits of studying at
Wanganui Polytechnic
from Jan Hains

Phone (06) 345 0997
Fax (06) 345 2263 Private Bag 3020, Wanganui

OTAGO
POLYTECHNIC

OTTYOUR Lli'E
DIPLOMA IN CERAMIC ARTS
A_r_three year intensive courseWith a fourth year available toselected graduates. A certificate18 available to those who choosethe one year comprehensiveintroductory programme.

Write or call for information to;

SCHOOL OF ART
CERAMICS DEPT
Private Bag Dunedin
l’h "3-4773014 Fax "3.4776033

Carrington Polytechnic
Design School
Is this you?
0 Interested in Design forJewellery/Metal

and Wood, Fibre, Ceramics or Glass.
0 Completed Sixth Form Certificate

or previous achievements in skill,
knowledge and understanding of
crafi design to a level appropriate to
the application.

- Motivated and enquiring personality.
Then this is the programme for you.

This programme leads to a Diploma
in 3D Design (Craft).

Applications close 1 September 1993.
For further information or an

application form, contact the Design
School, ext. 8725 Without delay.

MRRINGTON
POLYTECHNIC
Private Bag 92025
Auckland Ph 0-9-849 4180

THE WAIKATO POLYTECHNIC
introduces its

SUNllVIER SCHOOL of the ARTS

6 — 10 Jan, 1994
28 different courses including:
LIFE DRAWING — Murray Grimsdale

PAINTING — Phillip Trusttum
DRAWING TO PAINTING — Neil Frazer

PAINTING IN WATERCOLOUR — Brian Carmody
CALLIGRAPHY — Peter Gilderdale

MARBLING & BOOKBINDING — Yoka van Dyk
PHOTOGRAPHY — Phil Fogle

GRAPHIC DESIGN — Richard Crannenburgh
FABRIC PRINTING — Lee Trusttum

STAINED GLASS — Greg Hall
PATTERN DRAFTING — Martin Trusttum

DRAMA — Christian Penny
POTTERY — Christine Boswijk

JEWELLERY — Stephanie Lambert
WOODTURNING — Rolly Munro

CREATIVE WRITING — Elizabeth Crayford

For details ofall courses and other information contact:
The Waikato Polytechnic
Design Department
Private Bag 3036
HAMILTON
Ph (07) 834 8888
Fax (07) 838 0707

Graphics / Illustration

Photography

Jewellery

Ceramics

Film / Video

Textiles

Visual Merchandising

Survey ofArt

Mind Expansion

Print Journalism

Public Flelations

Advertising

Television Broadcast

Radio Broadcast

Instructional Design

Media Management

Performing Arts

Mozart to Madonna

Rock Music

the waikato polytechnic
te kuratini o waikato

department of design and communication

diploma of media arts

full time courses in visual arts, communications and music

visual arts, communications, music
the waikato polytechnic - department of design and communication

private bag 3036, hamilton, new zealand - telephone 0-7-834 8875 - facsimile 0-7-838 0707



BAYE RIDDELL &
MANOS NATHAN
Baye Riddell, Tokomaru Bay

Baye Riddell and Manos Nathan, while travelling on a FuI/bright
grant in Arizona and New Mexico, were introduced to Gallery Ten
owner Lee Cohen of Phoenix by Hopi potter Al Qoyawayma.
After seeing photographs of their work Lee suggested the
possibility of an exhibition in the future. (NZ Potter, Vol32, No 1,
1990)

In 1991 Te Waka Toi funded a group of Native American
potters, including Al Qoyawayma, to visit and have workshops
with Maori potters. (NZ Potter, Vol 34, No 1, 1992)

in 1992 Te Waka Tolsent an exhibition ofthe work of 25 Maori
artists to the USA to be shown in San Diego, Phoenix, Chicago
and Seattle. After viewing the exhibition in Phoenix, Lee Cohen
confirmed his desire to exhibit ourwork at Gallery Ten and a date
was subsequently set for March 1993.

We were notified in November 1992 that the work would be
required by February 8, 1993 in order to reach the gallery by mid
March. This created intense pressure to produce 15 pieces each
overthe Christmas and summerseason-traditionallyavery busy
time. Nevertheless, I managed to complete ten acceptable
pieces, pack and crate them in two large crates and dispatch
them by the due date. I took eight additional pieces with me as
personal luggage.

Some points to note for others shipping work to the USA: We
dealt with Richard Amor of Apex International, who was very
helpful. i made the mistake of enlisting another local firm to
transport the work from Gisborne to the Apexdepot in Auckland.
The result was confusion and extra cost. Lesson: keep number
of agents involved to the minimum.

All shipping costs including customs duty into the USA are paid
for at this end by the artist (to the shipping agent). Whatever
arrangement the artist is able to make with the gallery/dealer for
the apportioning of costs between them, is a matterfor individual
negotiation.

Customs charges are made whether the work is sold on a
wholesale basis to the dealer, or even if exhibited on a sale or
return basis. The charge is calculated at 8 per cent of the
wholesale price to the dealer, not on the final selling price of the
wor .

Insurance value of the works need not conform to the values
stated for customs purposes, as this information is confidential
to the insurance company and the artist.

All the pieces shipped by sea arrived intact, but one ofthe eight
I took as personal luggage was broken en route.

We have learnt a great deal about the logistics of mounting
such an exhibition in the USA and will avail this information to
anyone who is contemplating a similar exercise.

To date, sales have been reasonably good - about 50 percent.Prices reached are much higherthan in New Zealand, but so arethe costs. Mywife Gemeaux and l were able to fly to the openingof the exhibition in Phoenix and negotiations are under way foranothershow in Seattle. We feel thewhole exercise has been well
worth while.
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“Kumete” Baye Riddel/
Te Kaha”

“Waharoa”, Baye Ridde/l

“Kaitlaki Ill". 37cm diam, Manos Nathan

"/pu Whakaparirau-a-Ora”. 290m h, Manos Nathan

Burnished local earthenware and river sand, woodfired. Paua
she/l inlays. Manos Nathan photos by Margaret Ka wharu

"Mahala". 300m diam, Manos Nathan
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SOUTHERN CLAYS
TERRACOTTA AND EARTHENWARE CLAYS
O BRICK RED — Rich red terracotta 1050°-1100°C OX/RE strong plastic

clay good for plant pots.

o ABBOTS RED — Terracotta 1100°-1150°C OX/RE very popular versatile
clay suitable for domestic ware, plant pots, handwork and school
modelling. Commercially available glazes “Abbots Clear" and “Abbots
Zircon White" specifically designed for this clay.

o ABBOTS WHITE — Ultra white earthenware 1100°-1150°C OX/RE smooth
plastic clay — fits Abbots glazes.

THE “ABBOTS” PACKAGE
IDEAL FOR

SCHOOLS, BEGINNERS AND PROFESSIONAL
POTTERS — Abbots Red Clay, Abbots White Clay, Abbots

Clear glaze, Abbots Zircon White Glaze.

STONEWARE CLAYS
O ABBOTS WHITE — Ultra white vitreous body. Vitrified at 1250°C. Use as

a stoneware from cone 8. OX/RE
O SOUTHSTONE — Rich buff coloured reduction stoneware. Good stock

stoneware body 1300°—1320°C RE.
0 LOW IRON STONEWARE — 1250°1300°C. RE Light grey — OX Off

white. Good for handwork because of long workability range.
0 OTAGO LOW FIRE — 1250°-1280°C OX/RE light buff clay popular for

figurines and novelties.

ALL CLAYS BISQUE TO 1.000°C

Products stocked by all major ceramic supp/y distributors.
Bulk Indent including mixed orders available through your

distributor

SOUTHERN CLAYS
PO. Box 6323, DUNEDIN, TELEPHONE & FAX (03) 477-6229

Hours 9 a.m.-12 Noon, 1 p.m.-5 pm. Monday to Friday
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Export Price List
1 March 1992

Note: All Prices in Australian dollars — ex
Works — Crated in Export quality
crates. Cost Insurance and Freight
(CIF) Pricing upon on application

STANDARD PUG MILLS
75mm NOZZLE 136mm

BARREL SINGLE PHASE $1150.00

125mm x 160mm NOZZLE TWIN
SCREW SINGLE PHASE $5500.00

DE AIRING PUG MILLS
75mm NOZZLE 136mm

BARREL SINGLE PHASE $1790.00
87mm NOZZLE 150mm

BARREL SINGLE PHASE $2500.00
100mm NOZZLE 200mm

BARREL SINGLE PHASE $3190.00

G.P. & G.F. HILL PTY LTD
Manufacturer

VENCO PRODUCTS
WESTWIND TURBINES

29 OWEN ROAD, KELMSCOTT, WA 6111, AUSTRALIA
PHONE (0061) 9 399 5265

TELEX AA 92881 (PUBTL) PE 1366
FAX (0061) 9 497 1335

J
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NORSEWEAR ART AWARD
Waipukurau CivicTheatre,April1993

Howard S Williams, Auckland
Photos by Sandra Shand

On Saturday April 17 the seventh annual NorsewearArt Award
officially opened at the Civic Theatre, Waipukurau.

The winner of this year's ceramic award was Chris Weaver
from Hokitika for his superbly crafted teapot with rimu handle.
Selector James Mack of Wellington, in choosing the exhibition,

said he looked for works which stood proudly, were a statement
about their facility, their technical skill and their art.

Merit certificates were awarded to Raewyn Atkinson of
Wellington for her set of green goblets and David Huffman from
Whangarei for a stoneware vase.

James Mack also selected the painting section while the wool
and fibre selector was Nola Fournier of Nelson.

Chris Weaver's win was his third with this style of teapot,
examples of which also won at the Nelson Potters’ summer
exhibition and gained the premier prize atthe NZSP RoyalEaster
Show exhibition.

The Waipukurau one was described in the Reviewas “deserv-
edly gaining the ceramic award...a beautiful teapot. it has
balance, elegance of line, neatness of shape, is functional and
absolutely charming. Its shape and the density of colour is
reminiscent of old irons heated on wood stoves. A rimu handle
attached with wooden pegs, adds a balancing note. Attention has
been given to every detail of design.

“Raewyn Atkinson's set of green goblets received a merit
certificate for their elegant flamingo colour and lily shapes.

“David Huffman's stoneware vase was given the second merit
certificate. He used moody colour in a balanced piece which
evoked a calm repose.

“The quiet statements in Anne Powell’s porcelain and bam-
boo Spirit Gate Vessels also have an air of peace and harmony.
in Mirek Smisek’s Tararua bowl, colours weave marks and lines
of the sea and the land in which we belong.

The tubby Rainbow Mist Container by Trevor Wright, with its
apt title, invites touching and exploring. Chris Barnham’s bowl
has a sense of balance and proportion.

The unusual Ceremonial Elbow by Ann Verdcourt makes a
wonderful sculptural statement with its amusing and satisfying
orm.

in contrast Lee Le Grice's delicate fish designs show exquisite
details. Su-Mo Ong Onlie’s From the Orient with Myth demon-
strates technical skill in the precision of her metallic—looking piece.
lalso enjoyed Can Vendelbosch’s Flock Face N01 with its land
forms. Melted glass breaks through like obsidian, pumice—like
pieces are scattered over curved and eroded earth forms.”

This year the organisers of the Norsewear Award are a little
concerned atthe relatively low number of entries received forthe
ceramics section.

The painting section in particular was oversubscribed giving
the selector a chance to cut down to a truly top quality exhibition.
However, because the ceramic entries in the 6th and 7th shows
were fewer than expected some research was undertaken to
discover the cause. This has been ascribed to the competition
provided by the Easter ShowAwards run concurrently by the NZSP
for the last two years.
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Some of the country’s best potters admitted to preferring the
Auckland show and either did not enter the Waipukurau one, or
sent their second choice of pot.

ltwould be a great shame if the NorsewearAwardswere to lose
the importance they have gained over seven years of excellent
growth, just because of the competition provided by a much
bigger city. We need to support those enlightened companies
who sponsor such events - they are all too few as it is - otherwise
they will have second thoughts about supporting us.

The New Zealand Potter supports the Norsewear Ceramics
Awards and asks that potters throughout the country support it
as well,tothe mutual benefit of all parties.Keep your best piece
back for such exhibitions, but please do not overlook the impor
tance of the Norsewear.

The 1994 Awards are scheduled for April 16 to May 1.
Further information and entry forms may be obtained from:

The Secretary
Norsewear Art Awards
P O Box 127
Waipuku rau

MAIL ORDER
Profiles

24 New Zealand Potters
Authors: Cecilia Parkinson and John Parker
Publisher: David Bateman Ltd Auckland NZ

This book is now available at the special
price of $29.95. Overseas surface mail NZ$35 .00

Plaster of Paris
Techniques from Scratch

Author: Reid Harvey
Publisher: Attic USA

The NZ Potter is the sole New Zealand Distributor
Price $14.95. Overseas surface mail NZ$16.95

These prices include post and packing

Please send payment with order to:
New Zealand Potter Publications Ltd

PO Box 881 Auckland
New Zealand

Norsewear

Judge : James Mack
Photos by Sandra Shand

Merit .' Raewyn Atkinson
Wellington Green Goblets

Winner: Chris Weaver, Hokatika
Teapot with rimu hand/e

Su—Mo Ong 0n/ie, Wellington

Hilary Kerrod, Auckland
”Three for the centenary "
7 \,

Anne Powell, Huntervl/le
"Spirit Gate Vessel ”

Nootje Smits, Putararu
Fruit Basket

Flick Rudd, Wanganui
Earthenware Vessel

Ann Verdcourt, Dannevirke
”Ceremonial elbow"

"From the orient with the myth "

Merit : David Huffman
Whangarei Stoneware vase

I.‘

Peter Alger, Whangarei
Blue box

Barry Ball, Rotorua
" Terra therm ”

Catherine Dawson, Auckland
Strawberry Dish
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FLETCHER CHALLENGE
CERAMICS AWARD
KARI CHRISTENSEN: Judging from the Heart and brain

Helen Schamroth, Auckland

The first work that greeted visitors to the Fletcher Challenge
Ceramics Award was a piece by the judge, Norwegian Kari
Christensen. Earthy, full of mysterious markings, and elo-
quently but not literally, expressing her love of nature, it gave a
good idea of the aesthetic sensibility she brought to the judging
process.

Responding to nature is fundamental to Karl’s ceramic work,
and her pieces are inspired by strong dreams and visions. So it
was no surprise that when she judged the Fletcher Challenge
Ceramics Award, the pieces she selected sometimes had an
element of fantasy or a dream-like quality. The exhibits were
often organic, figurative or animate; inspired by nature, rather
than geometrically structured. She looked, too, for knowledge
and skill in working clay, bringing 35 years of working in the
medium to her judgement.

She also brought a unique Norwegian sensibility to her
selection which overall reflected a European aesthetic, yet
represented a wide range of idioms. Works that made her laugh
- and many teapots were particularly humorous and quirky— were
very welcome during selection because they are rarely seen in
Norwegian ceramics.

Her task was to select 150 exhibits from over 2000 slides
representing 800 entries, and to subsequently choose a Premier
Award worth NZ $10,000, five Awards of Merit worth $1,000
each and a number of Certificates of Merit.

The awards were chosen primarily from the heart, then the
brain. She trusted her intuitive response, looking for signs of
inspiration, knowledge and skill that had produced the sublime
and even violent beauty.

In selecting the exhibition Kari, like previous judges, wanted
to show many different attitudes to clay and techniques, the best
examples of many genres of work. This contrasted with the more
personal selection of awards, and allowed for variety in philoso-
phy, scale and source of inspiration.

Kari’s own work uses nature — water, mountains, birds and
animal life - as one of the main sources for her imagery. She
seeks “the nature behind the visible", handling the clay sponta-
neously and intuitively, manipulating it while considering her
ideas. The free formed pieces often just grow in her hands, and
she then relates them back to a dream or vision. The slightest
traces of lines are preserved in the sensitive clay surface.

Over the years Kari has worked in many ways, specialising in
porcelain for about twelve years, including 1961 to 1965 working
as a designer for The Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Factory. She
was educated at The State Arts and Crafts School, Oslo, where
she has subsequently been a frequent guest lecturer, and
continued her studies at the Raye/Academy ofArt, Department
of Sculpture, Copenhagen.

Kari has exhibited widely, is represented in several prestigious
collections, and has received awards and grants, including a Gold
Medal at the International Bienna/e, Florence, Italy and an
Honorary Award from the international Academy of Ceramics.
In 1979 she won a major commission for the Oslo Central Police
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Kan' Chnstenn, Photo by Hoard Williams

Building, the first time a ceramic artist had won such a commis-
sion. Made of slipcast porcelain, it incorporated two of her
favourite themes of landscape and water in a massive work
covering over twentyfive square metres. The project was a key
one; setting up her own studio became a reality at this time and
she subsequently received several more commissions.

One of the most profound influences on her work in recent
years was a trip to Western Tibet in 1987 with her husband.
Walking around sacred Mt Kailas, with its four facets, holy to
Buddhists and Hindus, its ice and snow contrasting with the
surrounding mountains, was truly inspirational.

Many pieces she made on her return were influenced by, and
related to thisjeweI-like mountain. By looking at mountains in the
north of her own country she created works that drew on both
sources; strong, dark pieces with well defined outlines and a
wealth of surface detailing, in scale larger than her earlier
porcelain works.

This more recent work concerns rituals, making caves or
dwelling houses, metaphorical forms significant for spiritual and
mysterious purposes - and no longer in porcelain. Now
earthenware and stoneware allow her to achieve dark colours in
firing,often withoutglazing;colourswhich sinkintothe clayduring
firing and give the surface “the impression of the living pulse of
nature”.

New Zealand potters might well be envious of the support the
Norwegian government has given to painters, sculptors, potters,
actors and musicians. Of approximately 200 organised profes-
sional potters, about 80 receive a minimum income support from
the government. They have to apply, and are accountable
annually, the subsidy being reduced by the amount of actual
earnings.

With difficulties in the Norwegian economy it is hard to increase
this patronage for younger emerging artists, but it does give a
number of artists a certain amount of freedom to produce work.
It is a privilege that only a small handful of New Zealanders enjoy
under our grant system from OE/l Arts Council.

Those who have viewed works from both countries can see
that the quality of New Zealand work does not suffer - and Karl
was complimentary about the standard of local ceramics - but
lack of financial support does curb a degree of experimentation.

An index ofthe bestwork by professional artists and craftspeople
is also available to prospective commissioners of major projects
in Norway. The nowdissolved Crafts Council ofNewZea/andhad
such an index.

Knowing that a similar scheme works well in Norway suggests
the index here should be revived.lt may make craft more
accessible for commissioning; the best craft could be used to
humanise interiors to a greater extent than at present, and craft
would be seen in venues otherthan galleries and museums. The
commissioned work in the Oslo Central Police Building by Kari
Christensen is a wonderful example.

The Opening Night
Peter Lange, Auckland

Peter Lange, director of the Auckland Studio Potters Inc wrote
the following in the ASP newsletter:

The 1993 Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Awardpresentation saw
Susannah Israel of the USA take out the Premier Award of
NZ$1 0,000. The exciting part for Aucklanders was the winning of
Awards by three local potters (and remember it was selected
originally from 800 entries world-wide, so it’sreally 3 out of 800):
Stephen Bradbourne (ASP committee member) Bronwynne
Cornish and Matt McLean.

The Award ceremony was a beautifully orchestrated affair
without a single hiccup and four interesting speeches by Peter
Shaw, our liason person with Fletcher Challenge, John Hood, a
Fletcher Challenge executive, Moyra Elliott the Award director
and thejudge Kari Christensen. The tape recorded acceptance
speech by the winner (who was unable to fly out because of an
injured back) was an added dramatic ingredient and left people
feeling a little sad that she couldn’t make it - she seemed to be
a bit of a character. However the cheque will go a long way to
cheering her up.

Kari Christensen gave a fine talk explaining her reasons for
selecting the winners and itwas of enormous benefit to the people
at the Award opening. The winner is undoubtedly a controversial
one (and it usually is) but it was interesting to hear the viewers

later reflecting on her remarks and coming to terms with her
decisions.

The slide sequence (of Kari’s own work) during the ceremony
left people in no doubt about hertalent and integrity, and that also
carried through to the large crowd that turned up on the Friday
night at the Teachers College to hear her talk and see a lot more
slides.

She impressed everyone with her commitment to and love for
her work and her country, Norway, and apart from the nuisance
of having to keep clay in the refrigerator to keep it above room
temperature, it looked like a wonderful place to live and work.

The top strata of craftspeople in Norway have a government-
sponsored minimum income scheme which allows subsistence
survival while they follow their crafts. Any income is subtracted,
but there is the assurance of at least having basic living costs
covered while working on experimental or commercially risky
pieces. ltwould certainly give somefreedomto those potters who
are keen to push the boundaries of their craft. The allowance is
reviewed regularly so there is no free ride.

Kari showed slides of her home at midnight during the summer
and you could see why drive-in movies haven’t taken off in Oslo.
Imagine living in a country where you could play cricket 24 hours
of the day and not be able to appeal against the light.

Kari Christensen and her husband left Auckland potters feeling
really good about their place international ceramics and happy to
have had contact with such a friendly and warm couple.

SOUTH AUCKLAND CLAY SUPPLIES
DISTRIBUTORS OF POTTERS CLAYS

STONEWARE
GB2 LE 18
RMK 3 GEE
OTAGO POLY NO 21
NO 18
WHITE SLAB

SC 80 1100 RED
HGB E 2
PCW RKF

PC RED
LF RED

LOWl FIRING STONEWARE AVAILABLE IN:

COLLEGE STONEWARE

SC 50 EARTHENWARE

COLLEGE EARTHENWARE

1 TON
1\?. TON
15 BAGS
SINGLE BAGS

CERAMIC SLIP
CONE 1-5
TERRACO'ITA SLIP
CONE 1-5

SOUTH AUCKLAND CLAY SUPPLIES
SHOP 16 B VERNON STREET

PAPAKURA
PHONE OR FAX (09) 298-5117
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FLETCHER CHALLENGE
CERAMICS AWARD 1993
in association with Auckland Studio Potters Inc

Auckland War Memorial Museum

Judge: Kari Christensen
OPREMIERE AWARD NZ$10,000
I MERIT AWARD NZ$2,000
El JUDGES COMMENDATION

.Susannah Israel, USA
Lobo California 8 13x7 1 1x518mm

L
IKyoko Hori, Japan
"Water is... " 510x550x 140mm

IBronwynne Cornish, NZ
Sphinx Box 520x310x 1 60mm

IHoss Mitchell-Anyon, NZ
Teapot and jug 130x 150x 120mm

Ph
ot

os
Ha

ru
S

am
es

hi
m

a

ISeung-Ho Yang, Switzerland IGary Sch/appal, USA
”Ar/rang (earth-water—sun) " 220x560x510mm Covered container 550x240x230mm
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URVO Mlkami, Japan
Colour striped bowl
1 00x440x85mm

ElStephen Bradbourne, NZ EIAnn Verdcourt. NZ
Closed Vessel Ceremonial elbow
620x430mm 500x200x350mm

DRichard Dewar, France
Saltglazed tea at and platter
240x450x45 mm

DH/deo Kobayashi, Japan
Jyo Kei {Streaks Scene)
240x660x220mm

ElJ/tka Palmer, Eng/and ElSusan Milne, Australia
"Orchestra " ”Cats cradle "
450x400mm 500x4 700x 750mm

VElMatt McLean, NZ
"Out of bounds "
1000X L000X320mm

Frank Hovers, Nether/ands El Torbjorn Kvasbo, Norway DGreg Pitts, USA
U” 2" 17ed Chest-House form Tea 01‘
250x 7 000x2000mm 500x350x200mm 77£229x 127mm
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FLETCHER CHALLENGE CERAMICS
AWARD 1993

"Has Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award become a distant
Olympus rather than a party in our own back garden? Did
the"notable names" mentioned in a variety of articles who were
clearly missing from this year's show enter or not? We'll never
know, because the organisers won't divulge the list of entrants -
only exhibitors.

Do potters who don't carry a national profile for their work, see
it as something to aim for - a reputation-maker, or at least
assister? Or does it go into the "to-hard" basket?

Looking through the catalogue this year, the New Zealand
names come from all parts of the reputation spectrum; the very
well- known through to new emerging artists".

Moyra Elliott, the Award Orgaiser, admits there are two little-
known, but major advantages for New Zealanders entering the
Award. One is that they are probably the only ones in a position
to take advantage of the slide-selection condition which states
“slides must be of the actual work or representative of that which
it is intended to send”. Because of time restraints it means the
accepted New Zealand potters are among the few who can try
again to make a better piece prior to submission deadline, and a
couple did that this year without any problems. The judge, once
in Auckland viewing the actual work, has the option of rejecting
any piece that is too far removed from the impact or quality ofthe
submitted slides.

The other advantage is that once acceptances are notified, the
publicity system for the Award means Moyra is telephoned by
almost every local newspaper in the country, looking for artists in
their area who have been accepted into the show, so they can
write features on them to give added local interest to their
coverage of the Award.

The Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award is the major publicity
vehicle for ceramics in New Zealand each year. Moyra views it as
an opportunity to promote ceramics in general and individuals as
well, wherever possible, and is confident that with these advan-
tages , entering the Award is a worthwhile exercise for New
Zealand potters, both well known and those on the way up.

Four fresh talents who were successful in having their work
chosen for exhibition this year are profiled below.
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ANTHONY BOND
David Lewis, Christchurch
Tony Bond knew about the Fletcher Challenge Exhibition each
year, but had neither seen a previous catalogue, nor realised its
international scope. He only considered putting his work forward
after receiving encouragement from a fellow artist. It was a
surprise to discover Tony has been working with clay for only
three years, since his work shows so much maturity. He has been
thoroughly involved in artistic and professional training for the
past eleven years.

After two years working towards his Certificate in Visual
Communication from Christchurch Polytechnic, in 1985 he be-
gan work as a graphic artist, designer and illustrator. In 1990, a
budding interest in clay expression led him to enrol in evening
classes at Risingho/me in Christchurch.

The following year Tony spent at Wanganui Regional Commu-
nity Polytechnic working in the final year of the Fine and Applied
Arts course. He then returned to Christchurch with no job and no
prospects and just started working from home.

At the moment Tony chooses to work alone, but admits to
missing working with people ‘Who don’t take themselves too
seriously” - the sort of electricity generated in a shared creative
environment. He chooses clay for its qualities of immediacy,
freshness of surface, and touch. “I work in clay to become more
aware of life. Creativity nourishes the process of living."

Tony Bond’s work chosen for the Fletcher Challenge, entitled
Communion Vessel, is the tenth in a series of ten. He says “The
surfacestands outonthetenth-theothernineare morepainterly;
more use of washes and inks.” He stays away from the use of
glazes, since he finds these often ruin the vitality of his pots,
where what the clay says is paramount. The inscribed imagery
on his sculptural vessels is his link with older “intuitive” cultures.
Often these images emerge while he’s doodling, giving rise to
questions such as, “Where do these images come from? Have
I taken in this imagery unconsciously? Am I discovering images
which appear new, but are archetypes from other cultures?”

Tony took his own slides for the selection process and whole-
heartedly endorces the policy. He wanted slides which conveyed
sufficientinformation to allow informedjudgement. “ltallowed me
to enter at little cost, rather than incurring the cost of crating and
freighting my work to Auckland for selection. If I had been
required to do that, I probably wouldn’t be in the exhibiton.”

This year’s Cleve/and Ceramic Awards was Tony’s first entry
into any exhibition, apartfrom student shows ofwork at Wanganui.
His piece Dream Keeper shared in the $1,000 Scottwood Merit
Award, much to his shock and surprise.“l didn’t take in my name
when it was announced at the awards ceremony - I thought
maybe there was another Anthony Bond.” This sigillata over
earthenware piece shows the array of graphic technique Tony
brings to clay, with use of etching, then inking to create the image
which fits the form.

In the process of incorporting images into his art, Tony
acknowledges the influence of Picasso. “Picasso’s use of arche-
types, his involvement with people, his enthusiasm for life, work,
and his affirmation that life and art are not separate - I want to
capturethat quality. In clay, Tony cites the work of Imre Schramel
for his directness and imagery, as well as Stephen De Staebler
for similar qualities.

CHRIS WEAVER
David Lewis, Christchurch

Chris Weaver began potting after completing a Diploma of Fine
and Applied Arts with distinction in sculpture and design at Otago
Polytechnic in 1975, followed by a Certificate in Ceramics the
nextyear. Then itwas backto the West Coastto establish a studio
and build a woodburner at Kaniere, just east of Hokitika.

Chris says he entered this year’s Fletcher Challenge Ceramics
Awardto enhance a comparatively low profile in the pottery world.
Since sending off his slides to Auckland in November, he’s had
wonderful success in other quarters, having won premier func-
tional awards at the Nelson Potters Exhibition, the NZSP Royal
Easter Show Exhibition, the ceramic award at the NorsewearArt
Award, and sharing in the Cleveland Charitable Foundation Trust
Award. So much for raising one’s profile by a method not
propounded in “improve your profile” workshops. He has done
the work and received the recognition.

Chris has had work selected for three previous Fletcher
Challenge exhibitions (1987-8-9) and is only getting back to
pottery full-time after several years of child minding and domestic
duties. He is also one of 1 9 members of the Hokitika CraftGa/lery.

Having gonethrough the process of selection in former Fletcher
Challenge shows, Chris favours the new selection by slide
process. “I can present an honest view of my entry and work to
my own standards for the slide’s presentaton.”

For Chris, sculptural presence in the work is important. He
responds to everyday objects that display a sculptural quality.
One was his grandmother’s pressing iron, a shape which he has
adapted forhis winning teapotdesign. The wooden handle is bent
from rimu, rather than carved. Judge of this year’s NZSP Royal
EasterShowExhib/tion, Gloria Young, says of this teapot, “It has
a quiet, tranquil presence that grows on you and will be a
continuing joy for whoever owns it. Aside from sheer sculptural
beauty and superb craftsmanship there is an added visual
pleasure in watching tea tumble down the open spout. ltfuncticns
well in all aspects - practically, visually and spiritually”.

Both Chris Weaver and Tony Bond have benifited financially
and professionally from the good judgement of those who decide
who—gets-what in exhibitions so far this year. This is not only due
to the quality and excellent presentation oftheirwork, but also by
the pure and simple fact that they were there in the queue when
selection was made.

As for the Fletcher Challenge Ceramic Awards 1994, the
selection-by—slide policy gives all New Zealand clayworkers a
very easy and inexpensive shot at being included in one of the
world’s premier ceramic exhibitions.

Hilary Kerrod
Robert Kay, Auckland

This year Hilary Kerrod’s work was, for the third year running,
selected for exhibition at the Fletcher Challenge Ceramics
Award. To have her work thus selected means she must be
expressing something universally recognisable, as the judges
come from different continents and cultures.

Partly because of the nature of her work, she is at present only
able to make enough money to just continue the work. Accept-
ance into the F/etcherA wardgives her self-esteem atremendous
boost and in effect, helps her to carry on.

Hilary enjoys viewing the exhibition because she is able to see
work from all over the world “in the flesh". Although she can be
intimidated by the thought, work and intensity that has gone into
some pieces, others simply invoke a ”Wow!” She also recognises
that New Zealand is not doing too badly in this international forum.

Hilary entered Carrington Polytechnic Craft Design School as
a fibre student in 1989. By that time she had had 20 years of
involvement with fibre, mainly weaving, and had developed a
good colour sense, but felt the need for more training in design
and drawing. She wanted to fill the gaps in her knowledge and
enhance her existing teaching credentials with further qualifica-
tions.

During the beginning of her course she attended a night class
in clay tutored by Bronwynne Cornish, whose teaching still
echoes in her head. From then on, she was hooked.

Hilary Kerrod, photo by Marcus Williams

She is particularly interested in surface treatment, though
"while the whole surface is important, you must have something
interesting underneath.”

Hilary had known Bronwynne before and other Waiheke Island
artists, Christine Thacker, Dennis O’Connor and Peter
Hawkesby. Shethoughtof potters as “this crazy bunch ofpeople
who made whatever they felt like, out of clay”, but then received
help, encouragement and inspiration from this “crazy bunch”.
After her Carrington Polytechnic course Dennis O’Connor lent
her a small electric kiln to get started with and Christine Thacker
was there with support and encouragement.

Hilary reads agreatdeal and has astrong sense ofhistory. She
is interested in how history is eroded so we don’t get the full
picture. Those who record history can distort it by their own
assumptions and omissions; by who they are and where they
come from.
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The key to success
in ceramics isn’t

just unyhodyis gas.
Producers ofquality ceramic products

often find that a lot of energy sources iust

don’t stack up.

The ceramic producers standards are

tight. Success requires a strong, concentrated

heat source and instant control.

As with any business, the bottom line

is vital. Cost efficiency is paramount.

The answer lies right there on a plate.

BP Supergas LPG. Available in ready

supply, everywhere.

Eliminate energy problems. Increase

the payoffs. For more information about

BP Supergas LPG, phone us toll—free on

0800 800 574 and speak to the experts.

BP Gas
The LPG Authority

BP Gas

Women’s place in history is also of great interestto her. She has
a desire to look back at the lessons of history and pre—history and
latch them onto today. Even as a child she got a strong gut
response to pictures of archeological sites and now gets the
same response to stone-age and neolithic pottery.

Hilary hopes for an emotional reaction to her work. She would
rather someone really hated it, than that they said "that’s nice”.
She is trying to develop a different “language” with which to
express her feelings and influences. “If you can say it in words -
you might as well say it in words". Her work tells us she is already
fairly fluent in her new “language”.

With her pieces you may not get the full picture all at once. “If
you are working with things that people look at and touch, there
are a lot of little nuances you can’t put into words. I like things to
be sort of sneaky, in the sense that you pick it up one day and find
something you hadn’t noticed before”.

In a similar way she discovers her own work and always allows
it time to “speak” to her.

Her method of working is based on simple hand-building
techniques - slabs and coils. She also uses bisqued moulds and
incised rollers. Decoration is added at all stages, using screen
printing, transfers and ceramic crayons. Finally she covers all
with a clear glaze.

She currently uses Abbots White clay and fires each piece up
to four times, the highest firing being around 1100°C.

After leaving Carrington she had to work in very difficult
conditions, so is greatly appreciative of the OEII Arts Council
grant she was awarded to build a new workshop. We are grateful
too, because her work is important and worthy of nurturing and
encouraging.

DIANNE BUCHANAN
Robert Kay, Auckland

Dianne Buchanan, photo Suzanne Longshaw

The story begins with a young woman walking past yet another
craft shop in Canada. She’s seen enough for today, so she
walks on, but then slows, stops and is drawn back for another
look. Her meeting then, with Cat Middlemiss, changes things for
ever.

This generous Canadian craftsman shows her how he makes
his animals from clay. The young woman is fascinated and her
imagination is fired up. The two become and remain friends.

Hundreds of tuataras later, Dianne Buchanan is still using
some of the basic techniques she learned that day in Canada.

Flash backto two little girls duringthe school holidays spending
much of theirtime using what was at hand to make things - to be

creative. Their father, who now paints in his retirement, builds
them a small workshop behind the garage. The creative energy
of those little girls, Dianne and her sister, must have been quite
infectious. it’s easy to forget/dismiss/undervalue the years of
experience we gain as children.

The story continues on just another day at the AucklandStudio
Potters Centre, where tutor Lesley Horton is, in her character-
istic loving way, giving encouragement to a young woman. This
student, like so many other potters, undervalues her work. Lesley
encourages her to submit an entry for the prestigious Fletcher
Challenge Ceramic Award.

Protests about not being good enough naturally follow, but
Lesleyis insistent, and tells heralsothatshe must start rightthen,
or the deadline for entries would be missed.

Dianne, for she was that student, immediately began the piece
that was later accepted for the 1992 exhibition. It sold on the
opening night and a commission for a similar piece followed. The
Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award had a magnetism which,
with a little help from her friends, somehow overcame her self-
doubt

For Dianne this exhibition calls her to try something new; to go
beyond her normal limits. A lot of emotion is involved for her, both
in being in, and in viewing the exhibition. She says, “To be part
ofthatis quiteaneatthing and its also very humbling. Fora‘table-
top" potter’s work to be accepted is a bit mind—blowing”. Like
many others, potters and public alike, she is amazed and inspired
by the variety and quality of the work on show.

Self-doubt crept in again before the 1993 entries were due -
could she make it a second time? But with the encouragement of
Trevor Barr and other friends, not to mention her considerable
talent, another successful entry was achieved.

Initially Dianne started a completely different piece, something
she had been thinking about for some time. However, another
idea intruded. “I really did have to stop what I was doing and think
- would this be better? She listened to her inner voice and acted
- the rest is history! The resulting piece was based on the gecko
form she had previously enjoyed making.

What of the future? Natural forms are of great inspiration to
Dianne and she will no doubt continue making pieces based on
them, though she doesn’t want “to be the lizard lady forever”.

Dianne’s story is one of a natural ability to create, backed by
the encouragement of family and friends, and a trust in her own
inner voice. She is a successful, strong woman; though perhaps
she hasn’t realised that yet.

Coffee Pot with rimu handle, and photo, by Chris Weaver
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Hilary Kerrod, Vessel of Origins,
490 x 230mm

Dianne Buchanan, Crawling Column II,
360 x 85 x 85mm

Tony Bond, Communion Vessel,
600 x 260 x 260mm

Photos from Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award Exhibition, by Haru Sameshima

Seen at the Fletcher Challenge Award
Exhibition, Auckland War Memorial
Museum.

Photos by Howard Williams
Right:
Robin Paul briefs media representatives
at the Fletcher Challenge Exhibition

Below Left:
The judge Kari Christensen (left) with
Award Administrator Moyra Elliott. The
work between them is this year’s entry
by last year’s winner, Lara Scobie from
Scotland.

Below right:
Crafts writer Helen Schamroth takes notes
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KODAK STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHY
AWARD
The Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award Exhibition this year had
a fascinating addition, by courtesy of Kodak New Zealand Ltd,

One student from each of the tertiary institutions in the
Auckland area running a programme in photography, was invited
to undertake a photojournalistic exercise on a local ceramic artist
with work in the exhibition.

These students were each given a list of the artists and their
studio locations, and a brief resume of their type of work. They
were each to choose one artist from this list. Kodak supplied a
generous amount offilm and photographic paper, the rest being
up to the students who had to present 5 - 7 finished black and
white prints to be displayed atthe Museum, on thewall next to the
profiled artiSt’s work.

The best collection ofpresented prints wasjudged, by Stephen
Roke, to be that submitted by Carrington Polytechnic student

.~_ ‘ ’

Evan Reece, who submitted an “essay" on ceramist Peter
Lange. Stephen received the award of $500 worth of Kodak
products of his choice. Carrington Polytechnic was also given
photographic products and a further prize to be awarded for
student work at the end of the year.

Kodak New Zealand are delighted with this tentative beginning
-they hopethe award expands graduallyto cover the country and
have already commissioned Peter Lange to make a ceramic
trophy which will be held by the winning Institution and passed on
each year.

Prints from the winning portfolio by Carrington
Polytechnic student, Evan Reece. His essay
subject was ceramist Peter Lange
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Hilary Kerrod, Vessel of Origins,
490 x 230mm

Dianne Buchanan, Crawling Column II,
360 x 85 x 85mm

Tony Bond, Communion Vessel,
600 x 260 x 260mm

Photos from Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award Exhibition, by Haru Sameshima
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Stephen Bradbourne, photographed by Denise Burt from Auckland Society of Arts

Dianne Buchanan, photographed by Suzan Longshaw from Waikato Polytechnic
('K ‘
&

New Zealand Potter
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SALTING THE "MIDHIRST TAJ"
Bev Rea, New Plymouth

“I take my hat off to you three potters” said BobbieWinchcombe,
one ofTaranaki’s pioneers potters. Stoking the bourry-box during
the latest salt firing, she was so impressed at the achievement of
three women potters building and firing a kiln with a 580u ft firing
chamber.

Known as the Salt Fire Trio, Margaret Foley, Bev Rea and
Janet Smith, are delighted at the whole operation. The inspira-
tion for pots flows and ideas keep coming.

“Not too long ago there were questions like, ‘A skew brick -
what’s that? What angles? How high? Chimneys, Mt Taranaki
and Atmospherics’, but it all came together and it works well.”
says Janet Smith.

Wood fire was a new venture and lots of discussion and
consultation resulted in the bourry-box being added to the firing
chamber. ltwas adapted from a Roy Cowan design as the former
for the arch was available. Bricks from several kilns were used,
including the old gas-fired salt kiln and bricks fossicked from an
old bakery and a brickworks kiln.

Memories of all the bricksthatwere carted, carried and cleaned
(and nightmares when the loaded vehicle sheared a fan or had
a flat) make the kiln especially wonderful, almost living up to its
name, the Taj of Midh/rst. Our local NZSP delegate named the
kiln after her first viewing. She was also at our latest firing dressed
in white, though this didn’t stop her taking a turn as stoker.

For locals and potters alike, firings are events that intrigue with
all the activity, and the length oftime firing and salting takes. They
soon learn to feed and water the stokers who are busy feeding
the kiln. The stoking roster needs to take account of milking cows,
feeding calves and other animals.

One of the joys of Taranaki is the variety in the weather - snow
at the firstfull salt firing. In an effortto have some control in windy
conditions, a variable damper system of a double-drop design
enables us to change the flame patterns in the flues between the
chamber and the chimney stack.

Coloured slips and glazes with lustres are part of the experi-
menting with wood firing. Pearly glaze is a favourite for spraying
over coloured slips. Slips are painted, trailed and sometimes
bisqued on. Wadding
the pots is clean and tidy using an icing forcer filled with a mixture
of alumina, china clay and flour (the woman’s touch) . As well,
there is the magic spell of the wood-firing process on glazes.

Success from the very first firing, a low salt, was the Bev Rea
pot chosen in 1992 for the Taranaki Museum collection. Since
then, pots fired in the kiln bythethree potters have been included
at the Academy ofFineArts, Wellington, the Royal EasterShow
in Auckland, and in Thames as well as local
Taranaki exhibitions. Sharing a kiln this size helps reduce the
workload and cost and also stimulates and encourages all three
potters.

PEARLY GLAZE
Ball Clay 1509m
Fireclay 759m
Potash Felspar 1509m
Silica 1259m
Rutile 509m
Borax 309m

Our thanks to QE ll Arts Council for the grant to assist
purchasing new bricks for the arch and props, as well as
other materials.

Salt—glazed pots from the wood fired kiln

Photos by Bev Rea
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GALLERY GUIDE
Entries for this listing cost $15 — boxed $20 — (incl GST) for up to 25 words. Cash with
order, to NZ Potter, PO Box 881, Auckland.

NORTHLAND
NORTHLAND SOCIETY OF ARTS — Reyburn House Gallery, Lower Quay Street, Whangarei.
Monthly exhibitions of artists and artisans in various media — Hours: Tues-Fri 1000-400.
Weekends 1-4.

NORTH AUCKLAND
PALMS GALLERY, Wayby, Pottery, wood, glass. Resident potters: Barry, Barbara. Scott and
Arran Hockenhull. Open 7 days (09) 423-7125. Turn left 500m oft S.H.1 15km north ofWarkworth.

WARKWORTH CRAFT GALLERY CO-OPERATIVE, Cnr Baxter and Neville St. Excellent selection of
local pottery, woodwork, weaving, jewellery and clothing. Open 9.30-5.00 daily. Phone (09) 425-8790.

AUCKLAN D
AOTEA GALLERY, 18Manukau Road. Newmarket. Phone (09) 520-0075. Individually created Fine
New Zealand Craft in native wood, ceramic, bone and New Zealand jade. Open Tuesday to
Sunday.

ART BY THE SEA, Featuring New Zealand’s best in ceramics, jewellery, sculpture,
painting, hand blown glass, etc, cnr King Edward Parade and Church Street, Devonport.
Phone (09) 445-6665.

ARTISAN CENTRE — COOPERATIVE, Broadway Plaza, Newmarket. Phone (09) 524-0465.
Offering woodware. bright silks, and a wide selection of pottery ~ sculpture, decorative and
domestic.

COMPENDIUM GALLERY, Victoria Road, Devonport. Ph (09) 445-1577. Open 7 days. Greatest
selection of quality NZ crafts anywhere — ceramics, jewellery, clothing, glass and woodware.
CRIMES OF ADORNMENT (Catherine Anselmi), 19 O’Connell Street, City. Hand painted
tableware. vases and objet d'art. Open Monday-Thursday Sam-5.30pm, Friday 9am-9pm. Phone
(09) 358-1492.

EARTH AND FIRE, St Lukes Mall, Auckland, New Zealand. A wide selection of fine New Zealand
crafts, pottery, woodturning, silk scarves, jewellery, etc. Open 7 days. Phone (09) 646-3265.

GALLERIE LA POSTE, former Takapuna North Post Office, corner Hurstmere Rd and Earnoch
Ave. Excellent selection of top New Zealand artists, painting, pottery, mixed media and
sculptures. Exhibitions change monthly. Phone (09) 486-1702.
GALLERY 8, Hillary Square Building, Orewa. Phone (09) 426-6971 . Art With a difference. Pottery.
glass, wood. jewellery, artworks.

KEITH BLIGHT GALLERY. Great Northern Arcade, cnr Queen Street & Customs Streets.
Phone (09) 303-0177. Mainly ceramics and wall plaques. Also wood, fibre. precious metals,
jade and small paintings.

LOPDELL HOUSE, Waitakere Arts and Cultural Centre, three galleries, two craft working studios,
craft shop. Open 7 days 10am-4.30pm. Phone (09) 817-8087.

MASTERWORKS GALLERY, 8 York Street, Parnell. Phone (09) 309-5843 Ceramics. glass, fibre,
wood, jewellery. Superb selection of New Zealand's best. Open Monday to Saturday.

MUDLARKS, Hunters Plaza, Papatoetoe, (behind the trees next to K Mart). Offer an extensive
selection of quality stoneware, raku and pit fired pottery. Open 7 days, Phone (09) 277-6868.
PALMS GALLERY (Auckland), 57 High Street, Auckland City. Pottery, wood and glass. Barbara,
Barry, Scott, and Arran Hockenhull, also Melissa Mclnnes. Open Monday-Thursday 9am-5pm,
Friday Sam-7pm, Saturday Sam-Midday. Phone (09) 357-6660.
POTS OF PONSONBY, 298 Ponsonby Road, Auckland. Ph (09) 376-0145. Craft co-operative
gallery offering a wide range of quality handmade domestic and decorative pottery and other
crafts.

SUNPARK GALLERY, Main Road, RD 2 Albany. 8kms north of Albany village Excellent selection
of line pottery and ceramics. Open 7 days. Phone (09) 415-9373.
TEXTURES CRAFT GALLERY, 31 Hurstmere Rd. Takapuna. Phone (09) 486—0877. Selection of
fine NZ craft concentrating on fibre, wearable art and flax. Exhibition space available to potters.Open 7 days.

THE BLUE STUDIO, 434 New North Road, Kingsland. Home of the Out of the Blue original.modern, bright ceramics by Brendan Adams. Ph (09) 849-6376.
FT WEBB DECOR SHOPPE, 1 Kent Street, Newmarket. Phone (09) 520-0268. Pottery, NewZealand handmade crafts, woodwork and skins. Open Monday to Saturday.
WAI KATO
EXPRESSIONS — The Museum Shop, Waikato Museum of Art and History, Hamilton. The finestNew Zealand pottery, glass, jewellery, silk, books, prints, cards. Phone (07) 839-5100.
EXPRESSIONS OF NEW ZEALAND, Garden Place, Hamilton. Excellent selection of New Zealandpottery. glass, jewellery, silk, books, prints, cards, Phone (07) 834—3121.
FIRE 8. FORM. Chanwell Square, Hamilton. Eleven potters and one woodcarver. Wide range ofdomesticware and decorative pieces. Monthly exhibitions by NZ craftspeople in various media.Phone (07) 854 8333

WAIKATO CERAMICS, Brooklyn Road. (opp Showgrounds). Hamilton. Phone (07) 855-7717. Sculptural, decorative and domestic works by selected potters. Resident potterBryce Stevens.

COROMAN DEL
ALAN RHODES POTTERY. Situated at Wh
fired pots. Studio attached to the gallery,

evnuakite, 23km south of Whitianga. Stoneware and pit
Visitors always welcome.

EASTERLEY. Ocean Beach Road, Tairua, Specialising in quality pottery and garden ware. Theshop and garden open to the public from dawn till dusk, daily.
PENINSULA GALLERY. Showcasing the Peninsula’s finest arts and crafts. Pottery, flowers andcarved kauri. Monday-Saturday, 9am-5pm. Albert Street, Whrtianga. Phone (07) 86645224,
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WHAKATANE
THE RED BARN. State Highway 2, Whakatane. 7 minutes from Whakatane PO. Featuring locally
made pottery and wide range of other crafts. Open 7 days. Phone (07) 308-7955.
MANAWATU
HYDE PARK CORNER. Te Horo. Crafl Village, Museum, Garden Centre and Coffee Lounge. Sells
pottery, windchimes, garden ornaments, fountains, sculptures. Holds exhibitions occasionally.
Open Tuesday-Sunday, foam-4.30pm.

POTTERS VAULT CO-OP SQUARE EDGE. Church Street, Palmerston North. Decorative and
domestic ware, pit fired and raku pieces made by nine members. Phone (06) 358-2211.
RANGITIKEI PLAINS
VILLAGE GALLERY. State Highway One, Hunterville. Fine glass, pottery, porcelain, paintings
and wood. Phone Anne Powell (0652) 28-461.

WELLINGTON
CAPRICORN GALLERY, 155 Jackson St, Petone. Handblown glass and studio pottery from
leading NZ Potters, silk scarves, jewellery. Open 6 days to 1pm Saturday. Phone (04) 568-3208.
CLAYSHAPES GALLERY, 236 Oriental Parade, Wellington. A wide selection of fine NZ crafts.
Pottery, woodturning, silk scarves, jewellery, bone carving, hot glass. Open 7 days, 10am-6pm.
MALCOLM WARR STUDIO GALLERY, 26 Parata Street, Waikanae. Ceramic Sculpture by Maree
Lawrence and original prints by Malcolm Warr. Open Monday-Saturday 9am-5pm. Telephone
(04) 293-5060.

MIREK SMISEK AND PAMELLA ANNSOUTH POTTERY, Main Highway, Te Horo. Open every
day. Wide range of domestic, decorative and sculptural pieces in stoneware and saltglaze.
PAEKAKARIKI POTTERY, Pots by Neil Gardiner — from fine glazed planters to vases and
domestic ware. Visitors welcome, 65 Wellington Rd, Paekakariki. Phone (04) 292-8396.
PARAPHENALIA CRAFT GALLERY. 22 Marine Parade, Paraparaumu Beach. Fine crafts —
pottery, glass, wood turning, screen and hand painted clothing, jewellery, handmade wooden
childrens toys. Phone (04) 298-4022.

REIKORANGI POTTERY and Riverside Animal Park, Ngatiawa Road, Waikanae. Jan and Wilt
Wright invite you to experience a country environment. Open 7 days, 9.303m-5pm. Phone (04)
293-5146 (Tea Rooms).

THE POTTERS SHOP AND GALLERY, 14 Woodward Street, Wellington. Phone (04) 473-8803. A
cooperative potters gallery offering their pots of excellence to the public.

NELSON
WAIMEA POTTERY. When in Nelson visit Waimea Pottery at Craft Habitat, Richmond, to view a
fine collection of lustred and domestic ware by Paul Laird.

WEST COAST
HOKITIKA CRAFT GALLERY CO-OPERATIVE, 25 Tancred Street, Hokitika. Multi-media gallery
offering wide selection of quality craft works from top West Coast craftpersons. Open 7 days.

CANTERBURY

COURTYARD POTTERY, 69 Rutland St, Christchurch. Ph (03) 355-5933. Specialising in
quality pottery, glass and silks by New Zealand craft people. Open Mon-Thurs 9.30-5.30pm.
Friday 9.30-8pm. Saturday 11-2pm.

CAVE ROCK 81 SALAMANDER GALLERIES. The Arts Centre Christchurch. For fine NZ crafts and
works on paper. Phone (03) 365-1634.

SOUTH CANTERBURY
COUNTRY CRAFTS MAKIKIHI INC (1977). St Andrews Co-operating Parish,
Makikihi. For quality pottery, woodcraft, woodwork. leather work. Open Monday-
Saturday 10am—4.300m or on request.
Enquiries: Boy (03) 689 5704 or Barbara (03) 689 5575

OTAGO

DUNEDIN POTTERY. Specialising in locally produced domestic and decorative pottery.
Plus pottery supplies,clay, glazes, tools etc. Open 7 days. 201 Stuart Street. Carnegie
Centre, Dunedin. Phone (03) 477-1163.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
Electric wheel, belt driven, $400 ono Phone Noeline
(03 ) 689-5708.
Quality Cane "Tea Pot" Handles "Round" "Square"
Tortoise shell 2" 3" 4" $3.30 5" 6" $3.70 7" 8"
$3.90 12" $4.20. Add 100 for square and tortoise
shell. Enquiries to 686 High Street Lower Hutt.
Phone I 04 l 567-1190.
Three bedroom home and 40 acres, Honeymoon
Valley, Northland. Twenty five minutes from Taipa.
Good spring water, workshop and woodfired
pottery kiln. $129,00 Phone I 09 ) 408—5590.

THAMES
SOCIETY OF ARTS

Hz:
SUMMER EXHIBITION '

JAN 15 — 31 1994
AWARDS FOR

PAINTING POTTERY
and WOODCRAFT

Entriesfrom:C O'Brien RD 5 Tham<
Phone (07) 868 2645

STICKYFIX
DECAL ADHESION MEDIUM
With STICKYFIX you

can apply decals directly
onto unglazed bisque and
greenwarc. This simple to

use one—pot medium
comes in 200ml jars with

instructions.
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AWESTLEY INSURANCES Up.
estlcy Insurance are a firm of Insurance Brokers who specialise in Insurance for

Wsmall businesses and in the individual. We administer the New Zealand Somety of
Potters Insurance Scheme and would be happy to consider your busmess either as an
individual or a group.

We suggest you drop us a line and allow us to discuss the Benefits with you.

PO. Box 33-655, Takapuna, Auckland 9.
Phone No. (09) 486-1283 Fax (09) 489-8011

FIRST KILN," REXMARK FIRST CHOICE
FIRST IN LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION . . . Two people can
easily lift this kiln to move or transport in your car no expensrve
flue required — fire in the open then back into storage.

FIRST IN RIGID CERAMIC FIBRE LINING . . . The best ceramic
fibre for a potter’s kiln - better able to take the knocks and vacuum
clean.

FIRST IN PERFORMANCE TO1300°C...N0 other burners match
ours for speed and easy operation — half a cone evenness
guaranteed.

FIRST INNOVATIVE PATENTED DESIGN . . . This is the first true
downdraft kiln to convert to updraft operations for gentle biscuit
firing — again we were first to design and make the modem zircon
slip cast flue system. We are continually improvrng this desrgn —
our first is 1000 firings old and still going strong.

FIRST IN GAS KILN TRAINING . . . Only we give you professional
training in all aspects of gas kiln firing — be confident in stacking,
reduction or oxidation firing, safety, maintenance and even glaze
analysis.

LAST IN EXPENSIVE KILNS . . . No other kiln of this size beats our
price — 12 months warranty and excellent after sales servrce.

6.0 cubic foot two burner - $1900 incl. G.S.T.
3.6 cubic foot one burner — $1520 incl. G.S.T.

Enquire further for information on our rage ofproduction kilns up
to 60 cu. ft.

REXMARK DEVELOPMENTS LTD58 ATHENS ROAD, ONEHUNGA, AUCKLAND
“The gas kiln specialists — working exclusively with studio potters”

J

TELEPHONE (09) 634-3311
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COUNTRY CRAFTS MAKIKIHI INC. (1977)
For quality:
Pottery
Woolcraft '
Woodwork
Leatherwork
etc.

Hours: 10 am - 4.30 pm,
Mon-Sat or on requestOwned and operated by:

St Andrews Co-operating Parish,
South Canterburv. N.Z.
Enquiries: Bev (O3) 689 5704 or Barbara (03) 689 5575

Barbara Hockenhull
Barry Hockenhull
Peter Lange
Renton Murray
Rosie Murray
Peter Oxborough
Cecilia Parkinson
Andrew van der Putten
Jeff Scholes
Heather Skeates
Robyn Stewart
Peter Stichbury
Margaret Symes
Howard Williams
Merilyn Wiseman

Ph. 415-9403
Open 7 days 9 am-5‘3O pm

THE NEW ZEALAND POTTER
MAGAZINE

Back Issues Available
Send for price list to:

New Potter Publications Ltd
PO Box 881
Auckland

New Zealand

EXCLUSIVELY
WELLINGTON

POTTERY
SAY/earl pally/1v offlr'i'crm’ ltl/L’lI/J primal/[Hf] t/n’r'r' mm work, qu/[n’r‘

wit/7 (I fill/[Will l7/‘Qt/l'tllnlllt’ [n ul/rcr‘ Iran/rural, ("KM/rainy mun/[i/y.

14WO0DWARD STREET
PHONE 04 473-8803

Mouldcraft
Ceramic Design
Original models

blocks
cases

mouldmaking

Bruce Yal|_0p
work 0-9-827 8650

home 0-9-817 7875

WELLINGTON PO'ITERS SUPPLIES
All pottery requirements

NZ and imported clay, low—cost porcelain

Agents: Cobcraft & FE kilns, Cowley wheels and
equipment, Blythe stains.

Specialist element service: Replacement elements for all kilns,
Also element upgrades for kilns with uneven heat, slow firing,

or with short—life elements.

2 Cashmere Avenue, Khandallah,
Wellington. Telephone (04) 479-1211

ROSS
MELVILLE
BRIDGMAN & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

50 ANZAC AVENUE
AUCKLAND

FAX (09) 309—3247

PO BOX,881
TELEPHONE (09) 379-8665

lNTERNATIONALLY PANNELL KERR FORSTER — ASSOCIATES THROUGHOUT NEW ZEALAND,

ARE PROUD TO BE SUPPORTING “NZ POTTER”
& ASSOCIATED CRAFTSPEOPLE IN NEW ZEALAND
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Manufacturing

124 Rimu Road, Paraparaumu, New Zealand
Phone (04) 298-4377, Fax (04) 297-3107

Available from your local potters supplier.



CAVE ROCK GALLERY

For Fine
New Zealand
Crafts

Original Prints
Lithographs

Etchings

SALAMANDER GALLERY
OPEN 7 DAYS

SOUTH QUADRANGLE,
THEARTS CENTRE
CHRISTCHURCH

new zealand craft arts at their best
directors: ANN PORTER

SARA SADD
8 york street, parnell, auckland

phone : (09) 309—5843
fax : (09) 358-4288
hours : 10 — 5 weekdays

10 - 4 saturday

National Heritage Investmeni

Norih Island Brown Kiwi
A limited edition sculpture

Superb bronze of a Kiwi chick in egg shell
of noiurol size by Richard Moore

Aotea Gallery
For further deioils conioci: 18 Monukou Rood
Phone (09)520—OO75 PO Box 9224
Fox (09)520—Oi73 Newmorkei, NZ
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